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TRURO CITY COUNCIL 

 

 
CITY OF TRURO 

 Town Clerk’s Department 
Municipal Buildings  
Boscawen Street 
Truro   TR1 2NE 
Tel.  (01872) 274766 
www.truro.gov.uk 
email: roger@truro.gov.uk 
 
June 2022 

 
 
To:  The Mayor (Councillor S Webb) 

Deputy Mayor (Councillor Mrs C Swain) 
Chairman and members of the  
FINANCE & GENERAL PURPOSES COMMITTEE  

 and all other Members of TRURO CITY COUNCIL for information  
 
 
 
 
Dear Councillor 

 
A G E N D A 

 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the meeting of the FINANCE & GENERAL PURPOSES COMMITTEE 
will be held at TRURO COMMUNITY LIBRARY (TOP FLOOR), UNION PLACE on  
MONDAY 13 JUNE 2022 at 7.00 pm for the transaction of the under mentioned business: - 
 
1 APOLOGIES  
 
2 DISCLOSURES OR DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST 
 
3 OPEN SESSION FOR ELECTORS OF TRURO RELATING TO ITEMS ON THIS AGENDA 

VERBAL QUESTIONS (5 minutes only)  
 
4 MINUTES OF THE FINANCE AND GENERAL PURPOSES COMMITTEE HELD ON 11 APRIL 

2022 HAVING BEEN TO FULL COUNCIL HELD ON 25 APRIL 2022 
    
5 GRANTS 

(i) Grant Applications                       (see confidential papers) 
Members to consider attached Grant Applications 

 
(ii) Membership of Sub-Committee 

To select membership of Grants Sub-Committee (Mayor, Deputy Mayor, Chairman, 
Vice-Chairman, Chairman of Parks & Amenities Committee, plus three others). Minute 
23(c), page 8 of Adjourned Council (23.05.22) refers. 

 
6 ANNUAL GOVERNANCE STATEMENT 2021-22     (Appendix A) 
 To consider recommending to Council the attached draft statement. 
 
7 STATUTORY ACCOUNTS 2021-22       (Appendix B) 

To consider the attached draft statement of accounts. 
 
8 TRURO YOUTH COUNCIL        (Appendix C) 

To consider the future organisation of the Youth Council. 
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9 TRURO BUSINESS IMPROVEMENT DISTRICT BALLOT    (Appendix D) 

Members to consider attached. Town Clerk to report. 
 
10 ZEBS QUARTERLY REPORT       (Appendix E) 
 Members to consider attached report. 
 
11 ROSEDALE WOODLAND DEVOLUTION      (Appendix F) 
 Members to consider attached report. 
 
12 SHARED PROSPERITY FUND       (Appendix G) 
 Members to consider the attached. 
 
13 COMMUNITIES FACILITIES        (Appendix H) 
 Members to consider report. 

Minute 19, page 7 of Council (23.05.2022) refers. 
 
14 TOWNS FUND PROJECT – NEW LIFE FOR CITY BUILDINGS   (Appendix I) 

PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO STANDING ORDERS 
To consider recommending the attached amendment to Standing Orders. 

 
15 EXCLUSION OF THE PRESS AND PUBLIC      

In accordance with s1(2) of the Public Bodies (Admission to Meetings) Act 1960, the press and 
public will be excluded from the meeting during consideration of the following item by reason of 
its confidential or special nature 

 
16 ORGANISATIONAL REVIEW                             (see confidential papers)
 Confidential report to be sent under separate cover. 
 
17 READMITTANCE OF THE PRESS AND PUBLIC  

Press and public will be permitted to rejoin the meeting following the conclusion of the 
confidential item.  

 
18 CORRESPONDENCE 
 
19 DATE OF NEXT MEETING 

11 July 2022 
The agenda for the next Finance and General Purposes Committee to be held 11 July 2022 will 
be prepared on Tuesday 5 July 2022. In accordance with Minute 302 (03.12.12) should a member 
wish an item to be included on this agenda please inform the Town Clerk’s office by 4 July 2022 
as no items other than those on the agenda can be considered at the meeting. 

 

 
ROGER GAZZARD 
TOWN CLERK 
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TRURO CITY COUNCIL 
ANNUAL GOVERNANCE STATEMENT 

2021-22 
 

1. Scope of responsibility 

Truro City Council is responsible for ensuring that its business is conducted in 
accordance with the law and proper standards, and that public money is safeguarded 
and properly accounted for, and used economically, efficiently and effectively. The 
Council also has a duty under the Local Government Act 1999 to make arrangements 
to secure continuous improvement in the way in which its functions are exercised, 
having regard to a combination of economy, efficiency and effectiveness.  

In discharging this overall responsibility, the Council is responsible for establishing and 
maintaining appropriate risk management processes, governance arrangements, and 
control systems (including operational procedures) which facilitate the effective 
exercise of its functions.  

The Council has responsibility for conducting (financial regulation 1.5), at least 
annually, a review of the effectiveness of the system of internal control and of the 
system of internal audit.  The Committee is asked to review the information in this 
report which summarises review work carried out by the Council during the year. 

The review of the effectiveness of the system of internal control is also informed by 
the work of the independent internal auditors (Hudson Accounting Ltd), and also by 
comments made by the external auditors (PKF Littlejohn LLP) and other review 
agencies and inspectorates in their annual audit letter and other reports. 

In terms of compliance with statutory powers the Council in 2012-13 adopted the 
“General Power of Competence” as defined by the Localism Act 2011, and has re-
adopted it following the May 2013, May 2017 and May 2021 elections.  

The Council is further asked to consider how the internal control process will be 
strengthened over the coming year.    

2. Purpose of the system of internal control 

The system of internal control is designed to manage risk to a reasonable level rather 
than to eliminate all risk of failure to achieve policies, aims and objectives; it can 
therefore only provide reasonable and not absolute assurance of effectiveness.  The 
system of internal control is based on an ongoing process designed to identify and 
prioritise the risks to the achievement of the Council’s policies, aims and objectives, 
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to evaluate the likelihood of those risks being realised and the impact should they be 
realised, and to manage them efficiently, effectively and economically.  

The system of internal control has been in place at Truro City Council for the year 
ended 31 March 2022 and accords with proper practice.  However, the Council 
recognizes that, in a changing world of increasing risks, there are areas where it could 
strengthen its arrangements and these planned improvements are set out in section 
4. 

In the governance review for the 2020-21 financial year the following areas were listed 
as areas of concern. Below is a review of the actions relating to each: - 

Areas of Concern Actions 

• Maintaining security of 
information whilst staff are 
working remotely. Ensuring 
financial procedures continue 
whilst staff work remotely. 

This was achieved. Following the return 
of staff to the office a review has been 
carried out into the IT security of 
remotely accessing an office based 
server compared to online storage using 
Microsoft 365. This was carried out with 
the advice of our IT consultant NCI 
technologies. The result was to change 
to the online solution and in June 2022 
this was underway, managed by our 
consultant. 

• Ensuring staff induction 
processes are completed for the 
covid-19 changes. 

All staff were inducted by way of 
interview by the Council’s compliance 
officer on their return from covid 
absence and where necessary risk 
assessments put into operation. 

• Ensuring expenditure controls 
remain in place and committee 
reporting of income and 
expenditure variances continues. 
In the 2021-22 year the Council 
will carry out a formal review of 
its approved budget at the end of 
quarter 1. 

The enhanced controls introduced in 
2020-21 were continued during the year 
and the financial results for the year are 
extremely close to target, despite 
considerable changes to individual 
budgets caused by covid. 
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3. The internal control environment  

The key elements of the Council’s internal control environment together with actions 
during the 2021-22 year are below: - 

Element Action Related to 2021-22 Financial year 

Standing orders and Financial 
Regulations detailing 
arrangements for policy setting 
and decision making and the 
delegation of powers to 
members and officers. 

The standing orders were comprehensively 
reviewed by the Council in 2019-20.   

In accordance with its normal practice the 
Council also reviewed other policies such as 
the Investment Policy and the Financial 
Regulations. 

An established business planning 
process, which sets clear 
objectives and targets and 
reconciles policy priorities with 
financial resources; 

The approval of Estimates process for 2022-
23 included a three year medium term 
financial forecast and a review of the 
Councils objectives. An action plan was also 
included. 

Following the Council elections in May 2021 
the Council undertook a policy review 
resulting in the agreement of the Council in 
December 2021 to a Medium Term Plan 
covering the period to 2025. 

The inclusion within the business 
planning process of risk 
assessments and a clear 
statement of the ways in which 
identified risks will be managed; 

A Risk management Policy has been 
approved by the Council. This was reviewed 
in the year by the Finance & General 
Purposes committee. The risk register has 
been reviewed twice by the Finance & 
General Purposes Committee during the 
year.  

In March a comprehensive review of the 
Risk Register was commenced and is due to 
conclude in July 2022. In addition the 
Council commenced work on a new 
Business Continuity plan which again is due 
for completion in July 2022. 
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A robust and established budget 
setting and budgetary 
management process, ensuring 
the economical, effective and 
efficient use of resources. 

This year was extremely challenging due to 
the covid crisis. Following the enhanced 
budgetary control measures that had 
proved successful in 2020-21 the Council 
put in place formal reviews of its budget on 
a quarterly basis, with revisions to the 
budget agreed. This provided a very tight 
control on expenditure. The outcome for 
the year was an over spend of some £9k 
which under the circumstances was a 
considerable achievement. 

Comprehensive codes of conduct 
for members that set out clear 
expectations for standards of 
behaviour; 

An up to date Code of Conduct is in place.  

Effective arrangements for 
dealing with complaints and 
whistle-blowing, and for 
combating fraud and corruption; 

The whistle blowing policy remains in place. 

An independent and professional 
internal audit service that works 
with officers to assess and 
develop the control 
environment, and which 
supports management’s 
assessment of compliance with 
established policies, procedures, 
laws and regulations.  All reports 
from the internal and external 
auditor are considered by the 
Finance & General Purposes 
Committee. 

We employed Hudson Accounting Ltd for 
the 2021-22 financial year. All audit reports 
are distributed to the Town Clerk and 
presented to the Finance & General 
Purposes Committee. 

 

4. Significant internal control issues 

I believe that the above demonstrates that the Council has in place appropriate risk 
management processes and a satisfactory system of internal control which facilitates 
the effective exercise of its functions and satisfactory governance arrangements. 
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However, as part of the review, the Committee is required to identify and disclose any 
significant internal control issues. It is my view that no such issues currently exist.  
However, there are a number of areas where improvements to the control 
environment could be made and I recommend that these are implemented over the 
coming year.  

During 2021-22 the Council identified three particular areas of concern: - 

• The management structure of the organisation did not have sufficient 
resilience to ensure the achievement of the objectives of the organisation. 

• The Business Continuity Plan for the organisation was outdated and needed 
refreshing. 

• The Risk Register for the organisation was in need of a complete review. 

 

5 Recommendations 

That the Council approve the statement. 

 
 
Roger Gazzard 
Town Clerk 
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Truro City Council 
Draft Financial Accounts 2021-22 
(subject to Audit) 

1.Introduction

I have attached a number of documents relating to the financial accounts for the last 
financial year. In terms of process there is a legal requirement that the Financial 
Accounts and Annual Return have to be approved and submitted to the auditor by the 
end of June. The accounts will then be audited by the statutory auditor, PKF Littlejohn 
LLP, which has a deadline date of the end of September; and I will then report the results 
of the audit to a future committee. 

There is a legal requirement that the Annual Return and the Annual Governance 
Statement are approved by the full Council and therefore I am asking this committee to 
recommend acceptance to the Council. They will form separate items on the  Council 
agenda. 

Documents Attached and Explanation 

A Financial Accounting 
Statement 

This document provides an explanation of the 
income and expenditure for the year of account, 
comparing to the actual figures for the previous 
financial year and revised estimates for the year. 

B Statement of Funds Provides a picture of the Councils funds including 
opening balances, income and expenditure 
amounts during the year, and the balance at 31st 
March 2022 

C Write off Report The standing orders requires that any write offs 
of income must be approved by the Council. 
There are no requests for write off approval in the 
last financial year. 

D Independent Internal Audit 
Report 

Final Internal Audit report for the 2021-22 year. 

E Annual Return This is the document we are required to sign and 
send to the statutory auditors for approval. 

2.Summary of Results

The continuing impact of the COVID pandemic made this a second challenging year in 
succession for the Council. The financial impact was not as extreme as in 2020-21 but 
some areas of income were adversely affected. 

Once again for the second year the Council worked an enhanced process of budgetary 
control.  

This involved matching reductions in our expenditure in order to mitigate its losses of 
income. The Council also took the step of formally reviewing its budget at the end of 
the first quarter of the financial year and again at the end of the third quarter.  
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Below is the year end financial summary. I am recommending that we take a £9,299 
financial contribution from our Revenue Reserve against a prediction at the revised 
estimate review in January of £24,400. This is a very welcome position firstly because 
the Council was operating at the minimum level of reserve recommended by the auditor 
which is 10% of the Precept, and secondly as articulated in the paragraphs below on 
risks, the 2021-22 year carries more risks relating to covid-19 both in terms of staff 
absences and potential lockdowns, and in our income sources returning to normal levels.  
 
The detailed figures are included in Appendix A to this report with comparisons to 2020-
21 actuals, the revised estimates and the 2022-23 estimates. 
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The following table summarises the position: - 
 

Financial Accounts 2021-22    
      
Overall Summary of Net Revenue Expenditure    
      
 2020-21 2021-22 2021-22 Variation 2022-23 

 Actuals Actuals Revised from Estimates 
   Estimate Budget  
           

 £ £ £ £ £ 
Administration & Democratic 168042.00 278309.50 272493.00 5815.50 311110.00 
Tourist Information Centre 172312.00 149468.37 139543.00 9925.37 131547.00 
Community 166538.00 150455.14 150614.00 -158.86 168875.00 
Allotments 7827.00 4833.27 4399.00 433.27 4337.00 
Churchyard 17361.00 19374.70 18721.00 653.70 18548.00 
Public Cemetery 48700.00 51314.79 55729.00 -4414.21 55928.00 
Parks & Open Spaces 705979.00 730889.82 752191.00 -21301.18 762616.00 
Public Conveniences 134894.00 161048.82 164402.00 -3353.18 167549.00 
Café in the Park -6302.00 -4570.67 -13654.00 9084.33 1319.00 
Truro Library 173852.00 202609.64 184230.00 18379.64 194051.00 
Lemon Quay 35249.00 -2052.80 24822.00 -26873.80 23960.00 

           
Net Base Expenditure 1624452.00 1741680.58 1753490.00 -11809.42 1839840.00 

      
Funds & Reserves      
Finance Committee Revenue Fund 14700.00 39200.00 45400.00 -6200.00 19300.00 
Finance Committee Buildings Fund 41800.00 15300.00 15300.00 0.00 13400.00 
Parks Committee Capital Fund 191000.00 138000.00 138000.00 0.00 150200.00 

      
Devolution 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Covid 0.00 17909.77 15000.00 2909.77 0.00 
Inflation Contingency          43000.00 
Revenue Balance Movement           
Contribution to Balance 48451.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Contribution from Balance 0.00 9299.26 24400.00 -15100.74 0.00 

      
  1920403.00 1942791.09 1942790.00 0 2065740.00 
LESS       
Council Tax Support Grant 58068.00 52054.09 52054.00 0 26089.00 

      
Precept 1862335.00 1890737.00 1890737.00 0 2039651.00 
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3.Funds & Revenue Reserve Balance 
 
The year sees an increase in the earmarked funds shown in Appendix B, from a balance of 
£868k at the beginning of the year to £1,141k at the end; provided the recommendations below 
are agreed. These funds all have a purpose and therefore do not represent monies that can 
support the Precept.  
 
The Revenue Reserve, which is the only balance which is not earmarked for a specific purpose 
has an opening balance of £187K and I have recommended that is increased to £233k with a 
contribution from the revenue account at the year end. The minimum requirement for the auditor 
is 10% of the precept i.e. £189k. 
 
If the recommendations below are accepted then the balances on the earmarked funds at the 
year-end are as follows. The detailed figures for the year are shown in Appendix B 
 

 Balance at 1st April 
2021 

Balance as at 31st 
March 2022 

 £’000 £’000 
Parks Capital Fund 602 430 
Finance Committee 
Buildings Fund 

373 350 

Finance Committee 
Revenue Fund 

155 216 

Hendra Development 10 8 
 
 
4.Write Offs 
 
The Standing Orders require that any proposed write off of a bad debt is approved by the 
Council. 
There are no write offs to request in the year. 
 
5.Draft Annual Return 
 
Appendix E contains the draft annual return which by law we have to sign and submit to the 
auditor by the end of June. The return reflects the accounts for the year. 
 
6.Analysis of Income & Expenditure 
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8.Financial Risks 
 
Municipal Building Repairs 
 
This risk was first reported at the end of the 2018-19 financial year. Due to delays to the building 
contract between the Hall for Cornwall and its contractor the position has only crystallised in 
more detail recently. 
 
During the course of the last two financial years I have been advising the Council of the 
significant financial risk relating to the costs of repair of the Municipal Buildings. The Council has 
a long term lease of the building from Cornwall Council, the freeholder. The terms of the lease 
require the City Council to contribute 50% of the cost of external repairs. Cornwall Council is 
carrying out major structural repairs to the outside of the building at the same time as the 
refurbishment of the Hall for Cornwall i.e. in the 2019-20, 2020-21 and 2021-22 financial years. 
In overall terms this will result in the most efficient way to carry out the repairs. In April 2022 the 
risk has been evaluated following a report from Cornwall Council on the latest position. This was 
the subject of a report to the Finance & General Purposes Committee. 
 
There are two elements of cost. The first is for the fabric repairs carried out, and now completed, 
by the contractor employed for the Hall for Cornwall contract. Whilst the final account with the 
contractor has not been completed the estimate of cost that the City Council will bear is £541.6k. 
 
The second is for the repairs to the clocktower. Cornwall Council has let a contract, although the 
works are yet to start, which will result in an estimated cost to the City Council of £806.4k  
 
Cornwall Council has advised that it does not require payment of either of these sums until the 
end of the clocktower works, anticipated to be spring 2023. 
 
The Council has an earmarked reserve with a balance of £139k to contribute towards the works 
and is holding a donation of £10k. Therefore, the Council will need to borrow £1,198k. 
 
The estimated loan repayment costs for a loan from the Public Works Loans Board for this sum 
is estimated at £60,800 per year which will commence in 2023-24. 
 
Impact of Rising Costs 
 
I reported to the Finance & General Purposes Committee in March that I have concerns 
regarding the budget for 2022-23 and beyond due to rising prices. In turn that will lead to a 
larger pay award than assumed in the estimates. Included in the estimates was an inflation 
contingency of £43k which is sufficient to cover a 3% rise in prices and a 3% increase in pay 
rates for the April 2022 pay award. This was the first time that the Council had used such a 
contingency reflecting that at the time the increases were largely restricted to energy and fuel. 
 
The annual rate of inflation in now running at nearly 10% per annum. The rises in fuel and 
power costs are beginning to feed through into increases in a much wider range of goods and 
materials that the Council rely on to complete its work.  
 
The April 2022 pay award has not been settled and is not anticipated to be agreed nationally 
until the autumn at the earliest. The issue this causes is that by the time the pay award 
financial commitment is known, it is in practice to late to make significant in year cost 
reductions. 
 
The Council has already commenced reviewing costs in order to compensate for this increase. 
Initially this work is concentrating on the 20% of cost that is not governed by a legal contract, 
either with a supplier or an employee. A number of reductions are being put into place. 
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The nature of this risk is such it is uncertain of its magnitude. The impact could be that there is 
an in-year financial loss recorded resulting in a reduction in the Revenue Reserve and fir future 
years the council will need to consider either a rise in Precept or reduction in service. 
Impact of Covid-19  
 
The covid risk has receded during the course of the 2021-22 year. The year itself saw further 
income losses from “normal” trading levels and increased staff absences through sickness and 
isolation requirements. 
 
However, the likelihood of further lockdowns has reduced, and indications are that both trading 
income is recovering and staff absences reducing. 
 
9. Recommendations 
 
1 The Committee approve the Financial Accounts for the year 2021-22, noting the 

contribution from the Revenue Reserve of £9,299 
 
2 To approve the transfers to earmarked funds. We are required to review the 

recommended contributions to the earmarked funds which the Council approved at the 
estimates meeting in January as well as any additional ones. 

 
Therefore, it is proposed the following contributions to the funds are made: - 

 
As agreed in the revised estimates:-  

 
Fund Amount 

Finance Committee Revenue Fund £45,400 
Finance Committee Buildings Fund £15,300 
Parks Committee Fund £138,000 

  
 In addition, in recent years, the Council set up an Allotment Development Fund which is 

designed to meet costs in connection with the creation of new allotments, both the loan 
costs of the acquisition of land and the costs of developing the land for allotment use. It 
is recommended the sum of £2,787 is placed in this account, which was the sum 
approved as expenditure at revised estimates.  

3 One of the contributions made to the Finance Committee Revenue Fund relates to the 
replacement of the Closed Circuit TV system. Due to a revised quotation for the 
replacement the contribution can be reduced by £6,200 thereby reducing the overall 
contribution to the Finance Committee Revenue Fund to £39,200.  

4 It is recommended that the sum of £9,299 is transferred from the Revenue Reserve.   
5 Annual Return  

a) To recommend to Council the approval of section 2 of the Annual return relating to the 
Accounting Statements 
b) To recommend to Council that the Mayor be authorised to sign the Annual return for 
submission to the statutory auditor. 

 
 
 
 
 
Roger Gazzard 
Town Clerk  
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 TRURO CITY COUNCIL 
  31-May-22      

 Appendix A      
       

 Financial Accounts 2021-22    
       
 Overall Summary of Net Revenue Expenditure    
       
  2020-21 2021-22 2021-22 Variation 2022-23 

  Actuals Actuals Revised from Estimates 
    Estimate Budget  
            

Ref  £ £ £ £ £ 
1 Administration & Democratic 168042.00 278309.50 272493.00 5815.50 311110.00 
2 Tourist Information Centre 172312.00 149468.37 139543.00 9925.37 131547.00 
3 Community 166538.00 150455.14 150614.00 -158.86 168875.00 
4 Allotments 7827.00 4833.27 4399.00 433.27 4337.00 
5 Churchyard 17361.00 19374.70 18721.00 653.70 18548.00 
6 Public Cemetery 48700.00 51314.79 55729.00 -4414.21 55928.00 

7 Parks & Open Spaces 705979.00 730889.82 752191.00 
-

21301.18 762616.00 
8 Public Conveniences 134894.00 161048.82 164402.00 -3353.18 167549.00 
9 Café in the Park -6302.00 -4570.67 -13654.00 9084.33 1319.00 

10 Truro Library 173852.00 202609.64 184230.00 18379.64 194051.00 

11 Lemon Quay 35249.00 -2052.80 24822.00 
-

26873.80 23960.00 

            

12 Net Base Expenditure 1624452.00 1741680.58 1753490.00 
-

11809.42 1839840.00 
       

 Funds & Reserves      
13 Finance Committee Revenue Fund 14700.00 39200.00 45400.00 -6200.00 19300.00 
14 Finance Committee Buildings Fund 41800.00 15300.00 15300.00 0.00 13400.00 
15 Parks Committee Capital Fund 191000.00 138000.00 138000.00 0.00 150200.00 

       
16 Devolution 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

  Covid 0.00 17909.77 15000.00 2909.77 0.00 

 Inflation Contingency          43000.00 
17 Revenue Balance Movement           

 Contribution to Balance 48451.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

 Contribution from Balance 0.00 9299.26 24400.00 
-

15100.74 0.00 

       
18   1920403.00 1942791.09 1942790.00 0 2065740.00 

 LESS       
19 Council Tax Support Grant 58068.00 52054.09 52054.00 0 26089.00 

       
20 Precept 1862335.00 1890737.00 1890737.00 0 2039651.00 
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Administration & Democratic 
Vote Description 2020-21 2021-22 2021-22 Variation 2022-23 
No  Actuals Actuals Revised from Estimates 

    Estimate Budget  
  £ £ £ £ £ 

 Employees      
5000 Salary & Wage Costs 253036.00 277334.81 269240.00 8094.81 268849.00 
6001 Travelling Expenses 60.00 0.00 50.00 -50.00 250.00 
6000 Training/Conferences 2609.00 3143.83 2317.00 826.83 2317.00 
6003 Payroll & Personnel costs 19421.00 25145.68 19622.00 5523.68 19622.00 
  Premises      
6100 Repair & Maintenance -150.00 4.72 0.00 4.72 0.00 
6102 Municipal Building Rates 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1577.00 
6103 Cleaning 17.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 500.00 
6104 Furniture & Equipment 158.00 571.71 360.00 211.71 360.00 

 Supplies & Services      
6300 Gas & Electricity 254.00 188.69 209.00 -20.31 2209.00 
6301 Water 123.00 301.62 516.00 -214.38 1516.00 
6306 Health & Safety 3449.00 3318.77 3704.00 -385.23 3704.00 
6307 Insurance 2891.00 3058.86 3220.00 -161.14 3228.00 
6701 Audit Fees 4900.00 4900.00 5817.00 -917.00 5817.00 
6703 Legal Fees 10689.00 3227.08 1243.00 1984.08 1243.00 
6709 Advertising 0.00 112.50 140.00 -27.50 140.00 
6710 Planning Advice 2942.00 361.97 2186.00 -1824.03 1186.00 

 Loan costs (Municipal Bldgs) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 19000.00 

 Office Costs      
6400 Stationery 1139.00 2097.68 1680.00 417.68 1680.00 
6401 Printing 1288.00 2572.71 2001.00 571.71 2001.00 
6403 Postages 1748.00 1284.53 1517.00 -232.47 1517.00 
6405 Telephones 2042.00 1043.10 820.00 223.10 820.00 
6406 Publications 0.00 39.55 129.00 -89.45 129.00 
6407 Computer Costs 13466.00 14911.48 14087.00 824.48 14337.00 
6408 Planning Committee Recharge 39443.00 40626.00 40626.00 0.00 41845.00 
6409 Bank Charges 2133.00 2846.98 2612.00 234.98 2612.00 

 Democratic      
6600 Mayoral Allowance 7721.00 7772.66 7837.00 -64.34 7915.00 
6601 Town Crier & Macebearers 842.00 855.00 855.00 0.00 1150.00 
6602 Members Expenses 60.00 1084.27 641.00 443.27 647.00 
6603 Civic Functions  462.00 1842.34 2186.00 -343.66 3420.00 
6702 Subscriptions 5399.00 5491.12 6030.00 -538.88 6030.00 
6799 Miscellaneous 128.00 112.07 100.00 12.07 200.00 

  376270.00 404249.73 389745.00 14504.73 415820.00 
 Income      

4203 Use of Rooms 26111.00 23456.50 20000.00 3456.50 20000.00 

 Contribution to salary 8400.00 8500.00 8400.00 100.00 8400.00 
4401 Interest 778.00 235.49 100.00 135.49 3000.00 
4910 Recharges to Operations 65259.00 71780.00 71780.00 0.00 73310.00 
4900 Miscellaneous 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

 Grant receipts 105394.00 21968.24 16971.00 4997.24 0.00 

 Furlough Income 2286.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

 Gross Income 208228.00 125940.23 117251.00 8689.23 104710.00 

            

 Net Expenditure 168042.00 278309.50 272493.00 5815.50 311110.00 
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Tourist Information Centre 
       

Vote Description 2020-21 2021-22 2021-22 Variation 2022-23 
No  Actuals Actuals Revised from Estimates 

    Estimate Budget  
  £ £ £ £ £ 

 Employees      
5000 Salary Costs 125243.00 128688.84 122274.00 6414.84 128136.00 
6000 Training 0.00 25.00 307.00 -282.00 1107.00 
6002 Clothing 0.00 0.00 112.00 -112.00 412.00 

 Premises Costs      
       

6100 Repairs & Maintenance 1142.00 1119.00 2040.00 -921.00 2040.00 
6101 Rent 34202.00 36129.61 35526.00 603.61 35526.00 
6102 Rates 16700.00 16711.02 16342.00 369.02 16342.00 
6103 Cleaning 3011.00 5204.59 4220.00 984.59 4220.00 
6104 Furniture & Equipment 8.00 361.70 510.00 -148.30 510.00 

6300/6301 Power & Water 1406.00 1885.67 1817.00 68.67 1817.00 

 Office Costs      
6307 Insurance 1480.00 1785.00 1785.00 0.00 1958.00 
6401 Printing 498.00 1109.03 777.00 332.03 777.00 
6404 Telephone 2463.00 2824.80 2567.00 257.80 2567.00 
6407 Computer Costs 3023.00 1619.40 2500.00 -880.60 2500.00 
6400 Stationery 390.00 1122.20 1497.00 -374.80 1747.00 
6403 Postage 10.00 8.95 44.00 -35.05 144.00 
6409 Card Charges 2011.00 3655.60 2664.00 991.60 2664.00 

 Purchase of Sale Items      
6802/6501 Tickets 23395.00 1457.25 3512.00 -2054.75 16512.00 

6502 General Sale Goods 17600.00 58418.28 55801.00 2617.28 55801.00 

 Miscellaneous      
6801 Truro Guide Costs 5445.00 19052.40 15000.00 4052.40 14000.00 
6722 Events 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 55000.00 
6799 Miscellaneous 0.00 2.82 175.00 -172.18 1175.00 
6408 Administration recharge 5050.00 5100.00 5100.00 0.00 5151.00 

       
 Gross Expenditure 243077.00 286281.16 274571.00 11711.16 350106.00 

       
 Income      

4003 Sales 32862.00 102439.24 94665.00 7774.24 94665.00 
4001 Tickets 1413.00 3099.90 7353.00 -4253.10 17353.00 
4202 Events 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 75000.00 
4201 Rents 7200.00 9600.00 9600.00 0.00 9600.00 

4100/4107 Registration/ Misc Fees 7003.00 2421.65 4441.00 -2019.35 4441.00 
4007 Contract Work 7500.00 11500.00 11500.00 0.00 11500.00 
4105 Truro Guide Income 0.00 3283.00 3000.00 283.00 4000.00 
4910 Parks rechage - tennis 2000.00 2000.00 2000.00 0.00 2000.00 

 Furlough Income 12787.00 2469.00 2469.00 0.00 0.00 

 Gross Income 70765.00 136812.79 135028.00 1784.79 218559.00 
       

 Net Expenditure 172312.00 149468.37 139543.00 9925.37 131547.00 
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Community Work 
       
       
       
       

Vote Description 2020-21 2021-22 2021-22 Variation 2022-23 
No  Actuals Actuals Revised from Estimates 

    Estimate Budget  
  £ £ £ £ £ 

 Employees        
5000 Salary & Wage Costs 40841.00 42010.76 41365.00 645.76 41538.00 
6001 Travelling 0.00 0.00 62.00 -62.00 62.00 
6000 Training/Conferences 0.00 51.00 106.00 -55.00 106.00 

 Office Costs      
6404 Telephones 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
6408 Administration Recharge 5358.00 5412.00 5412.00 0.00 5466.00 
6410 Culture Strategy 5100.00 5202.00 5202.00 0.00 5202.00 
6304 Grant Advice 2000.00 0.00 207.00 -207.00 2207.00 
6307 Insurance 492.00 538.00 538.00 0.00 664.00 
6407 Computer Costs 485.00 619.19 341.00 278.19 341.00 

 Grants & Donation      
6723 Moresk Day Centre 18578.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
6305 Xmas Tree  450.00 458.33 540.00 -81.67 540.00 
6703 Public Space CCTV 36465.00 34194.26 35755.00 -1560.74 35755.00 
6714 Twinning Associations 0.00 60.00 115.00 -55.00 915.00 
6712 CAB 5477.00 5477.00 5477.00 0.00 5500.00 
6716 Street Pastors 5000.00 5208.00 5208.00 0.00 5000.00 

6717/6718 Music Festival 1000.00 4265.00 2265.00 2000.00 2000.00 
6713 Public Transport Costs 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
6722 Community Navigator 15000.00 9999.60 10000.00 -0.40 10000.00 
6719 Young People Cornwall 25000.00 25000.00 26042.00 -1042.00 25000.00 
6720 Community Events 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
6721 Community Grants 8875.00 9082.00 9053.00 29.00 9053.00 

 Consultation 14920.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

 ASB Officer contribution 0.00 6700.00 6700.00 0.00 23300.00 
6799 Miscellaneous 158.00 212.00 226.00 -14.00 226.00 

  185199.00 154489.14 154614.00 -124.86 172875.00 
 Gross Expenditure      

         

 Income         
4002 Contribution from(-to) Fund 14627.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

4200/4201 Rents from Buildings 4034.00 4034.00 4000.00 34.00 4000.00 

 Gross Income 18661.00 4034.00 4000.00 34.00 4000.00 
        

 Net Expenditure 166538.00 150455.14 150614.00 -158.86 168875.00 
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Truro Library 
       
       
       
Vote Description 2020-21 2021-22 2021-22 Variation 2022-23 
No  Actuals Actuals Revised from Estimates 

    Estimate Budget  
            

  £ £ £ £ £ 

       
       
       
 Employees      
5000 Wages Costs 185191.00 197355.38 191815.00 5540.38 191825.00 

       
 Premises      
6002 Protective Clothing 105.00 0.00 100.00 -100.00 100.00 
6100 Repair & Maintenance 7837.00 3559.62 4000.00 -440.38 3000.00 
6102 Rates 22819.00 22834.14 22330.00 504.14 22330.00 
6103 Cleaning Materials 2997.00 3910.65 3000.00 910.65 3000.00 
6300 Gas and Electric and water 17011.00 25527.14 20000.00 5527.14 20000.00 
6303 Equipment and Materials 1768.00 1319.14 1200.00 119.14 700.00 
6307 Insurance 2398.00 2464.00 2464.00 0.00 2464.00 
6104 Waste Collection 2338.00 1712.50 3000.00 -1287.50 3000.00 
6404 Telephones 102.00 126.02 100.00 26.02 100.00 
6407 Computer costs 7.00 273.85 250.00 23.85 500.00 
6408 Administraton Recharge 5000.00 5050.00 5050.00 0.00 5101.00 
6704 Community Events 0.00 404.30 1000.00 -595.70 1000.00 

 Gross Expenditure 247573.00 264536.74 254309.00 10227.74 253119.00 
       

 Income      
4201 Rental  28148.00 38505.00 42293.00 -3788.00 37068.00 
4200 Room Lettings 28.00 7291.69 13000.00 -5708.31 13000.00 
4202 Fees and Charges 1272.00 10344.41 9000.00 1344.41 9000.00 
4203 Grant 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

 Furlough Income 44273.00 5786.00 5786.00 0.00 0.00 

 Gross Income 73721.00 61927.10 70079.00 -8151.90 59068.00 
       

 Net Expenditure 173852.00 202609.64 184230.00 18379.64 194051.00 
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Lemon Quay 
       
       
       
Vote Description 2020-21 2021-22 2021-22 Variation 2022-23 
No  Actuals Actuals Revised from Estimates 

    Estimate Budget  
            

  £ £ £ £ £ 

       
       
       
 Employees      
5000 Wages Costs 38290.00 43371.66 50910.00 -7538.34 62613.00 

       
 Premises      
6100 Repair & Maintenance 314.00 543.95 1040.00 -496.05 1040.00 
6103 Cleaning and Waste management 6000.00 6000.00 12000.00 -6000.00 18000.00 
6300 Gas and Electric 1381.00 99.65 1040.00 -940.35 1040.00 
6301 Water 119.00 89.77 340.00 -250.23 340.00 
6307 Insurance 383.00 472.00 472.00 0.00 517.00 
6407 Computer Costs 3080.00 3024.06 3000.00 24.06 3000.00 
6704 Event Costs 70.00 640.53 2283.00 -1642.47 5283.00 
6720 Community Events 9611.00 12554.06 13803.00 -1248.94 9803.00 
6799 Miscellaneous 115.00 0.00 204.00 -204.00 204.00 
6408 Administraton Recharge 4040.00 4080.00 4080.00 0.00 4120.00 

 Gross Expenditure 63403.00 70875.68 89173.00 -18296.32 105960.00 
       

 Income      
4201 Rental from Leases 2818.00 17072.00 15000.00 2072.00 20000.00 
4200 Event rentals 25336.00 44856.48 38351.00 6505.48 51000.00 

 Contribution to salary 0.00 11000.00 11000.00 0.00 11000.00 

 Gross Income 28154.00 72928.48 64351.00 8577.48 82000.00 
       

 Net Expenditure 35249.00 -2052.80 24822.00 -26873.80 23960.00 
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Allotments 
       
       
       
Vote Description 2020-21 2021-22 2021-22 Variation 2022-23 
No  Actuals Actuals Revised from Estimates 

    Estimate Budget  
            

  £ £ £ £ £ 

       
       
       
 Employees      
5000 Wages Costs 3353.00 3564.65 3650.00 -85.35 3666.00 

       
 Premises      
6100 Repair & Maintenance 942.00 921.00 921.00 0.00 921.00 
6301 Water -8.00 1115.64 363.00 752.64 363.00 
6110 Allotment Development 6654.00 2787.00 2787.00 0.00 2787.00 

       
 Gross Expenditure 10941.00 8388.29 7721.00 666.29 7737.00 

       
 Income      
4201 Allotments 3114.00 3555.02 3322.00 233.02 3400.00 

       
 Gross Income 3114.00 3555.02 3322.00 233.02 3400.00 

       
 Net Expenditure 7827.00 4833.27 4399.00 433.27 4337.00 
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Kenwyn Churchyard 
       
       
       
Vote Description 2020-21 2021-22 2021-22 Variation 2022-23 
No  Actuals Actuals Revised from Estimates 

    Estimate Budget  
  £ £ £ £ £ 

 Employees       
5000 Wages Costs 13412.00 14258.70 14600.00 -341.30 14662.00 

       
 Premises      

6100 Repair & maintenance 2591.00 2533.00 2533.00 0.00 2533.00 

       
 Transport      
6200 Petrol & Oil 1137.00 1388.00 1388.00 0.00 1343.00 

       
 Supplies & Services      
6303 Equipment & materials 1246.00 1195.00 1195.00 0.00 1035.00 

       
 Gross Expenditure 18386.00 19374.70 19717.00 -342.30 19574.00 

       
 Income      
4007 Contract Work 1025.00 0.00 996.00 -996.00 1026.00 
4104 Burial fees 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

       
 Gross Income 1025.00 0.00 996.00 -996.00 1026.00 

       
 Net Expenditure 17361.00 19374.70 18721.00 653.70 18548.00 
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Public Cemetery 
       
       
       
Vote Description 2020-21 2021-22 2021-22 Variation 2022-23 
No  Actuals Actuals Revised from Estimates 

    Estimate Budget  
  £ £ £ £ £ 

 Employees       
5000 Wages Costs 53639.00 57034.69 58399.00 -1364.31 58649.00 

       
 Premises      

6100 Repair & maintenance 1885.00 1842.00 1842.00 0.00 1842.00 
6102 Rates 6113.00 6112.75 6113.00 -0.25 6610.00 

       
 Transport      
6200 Petrol & Oil 2274.00 2777.00 2777.00 0.00 2687.00 
6201 Repair & Maintenance 1508.00 1701.00 1701.00 0.00 1381.00 
6202 Hired Plant 410.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

       
 Supplies & Services      
6300 Gas & Electricity 60.00 80.00 80.00 0.00 80.00 
6301 Water 241.00 248.64 200.00 48.64 200.00 
6303 Equipment & Materials 1465.00 1405.00 1405.00 0.00 1217.00 

       
 Establishment Expenses      
6404 Telephones 332.00 301.71 400.00 -98.29 400.00 
6408 Admin recharge 0.00 5000.00 5000.00 0.00 5050.00 

 Gross Expenditure 67927.00 76502.79 77917.00 -1414.21 78116.00 
       

 Income      
4104 Burial fees 19227.00 25188.00 22188.00 3000.00 22188.00 

       
 Gross Income 19227.00 25188.00 22188.00 3000.00 22188.00 

       
 Net Expenditure 48700.00 51314.79 55729.00 -4414.21 55928.00 
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Parks & Open Spaces 
Vote Description 2020-21 2021-22 2021-22 Variation 2022-23 
No  Actuals Actuals Revised from Estimates 

     Estimate Budget  
  £ £ £ £ £ 

 Employees      
5000 Wages Costs 629782.00 641156.69 653338.00 -12181.31 656139.00 
6001 Travelling Expenses 704.00 0.00 103.00 -103.00 1103.00 
6000 Training 6656.00 7236.60 5717.00 1519.60 8717.00 
6002 Protective Clothing 2762.00 4010.04 5127.00 -1116.96 5127.00 
6007 Contract Work 952.00 1275.00 2000.00 -725.00 2000.00 

 Premises      
6100 Repair & Maintenance 42164.00 45397.45 40761.00 4636.45 40761.00 
6101 Rent 206.00 1382.46 1316.00 66.46 1316.00 
6102 Rates 599.00 1771.46 1185.00 586.46 688.00 
6105 Play Equipment Repairs 3408.00 2360.00 3047.00 -687.00 3047.00 
6106 Seats, Gates ,Fencing 223.00 33.89 2193.00 -2159.11 2193.00 
6109 Idless Nursery 16394.00 16394.00 16394.00 0.00 16394.00 

 Transport      
6200 Petrol & Oil 5490.00 10788.86 11261.00 -472.14 10896.00 
6201 Repair & Maintenance 18991.00 16491.82 19566.00 -3074.18 15886.00 
6202 Hired Plant & Equipment 2697.00 1592.88 1118.00 474.88 1118.00 
6203 Licences 1610.00 1681.26 1873.00 -191.74 1873.00 

 Supplies & Services      
6300 Gas & Electricity 12037.00 8779.03 8369.00 410.03 8369.00 
6301 Water 2012.00 1594.52 5522.00 -3927.48 5522.00 
6302 Plants & Seeds 11980.00 13201.95 15276.00 -2074.05 15276.00 
6303 Equipment & Materials 19612.00 25343.61 27285.00 -1941.39 23633.00 
6306 Health & Safety 8003.00 9170.87 8093.00 1077.87 8093.00 

 Establishment Expenses      
6404 Telephones  549.00 483.39 414.00 69.39 1414.00 
6407 Computer Costs 1876.00 1042.25 850.00 192.25 700.00 
6408 Administration Recharge 2000.00 2000.00 2000.00 0.00 2000.00 
6409 Commision Charges - Tennis 564.00 628.06 600.00 28.06 600.00 
6307 Insurance 9186.00 9688.00 9688.00 0.00 9840.00 

 Miscellaneous      
6708 Loan Repayment - Tennis 22441.00 25441.18 26000.00 -558.82 26000.00 
6705 Summer Activities 525.00 961.41 140.00 821.41 6738.00 
6706 Gardens Competition 375.00 92.00 0.00 92.00 786.00 
6707 Britain in Bloom -747.00 1200.00 1200.00 0.00 3221.00 
6709 Advertising 0.00 75.00 2862.00 -2787.00 4243.00 
6712 Gritting 99.00 0.00 1062.00 -1062.00 1062.00 
6799 Miscellaneous 7.00 26.04 102.00 -75.96 102.00 

          

 Gross Expenditure 823157.00 851299.72 874462.00 -23161.28 884857.00 
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Parks & Open Spaces 
Vote Description 2020-21 2021-22 2021-22 Variation 2022-23 
No  Actuals Actuals Revised from Estimate 

       Estimate Budget   

  £ £ £ £ £ 

       
 Income      
4005/4006 Floral Displays  24678.00 22172.95 26649.00 -4476.05 26649.00 

4007 Contract Work 22558.00 24671.70 23340.00 1331.70 23310.00 
4008 County Council Agency 7577.00 7576.82 7577.00 -0.18 7577.00 
4101 Use of Pitches 1493.00 4874.34 5275.00 -400.66 5275.00 
4102 Tennis 19859.00 24505.75 22549.00 1956.75 22549.00 
4103 Trading Rights 9625.00 10895.00 10922.00 -27.00 10922.00 
4200 Site Rentals 1834.00 3261.12 3596.00 -334.88 3596.00 
4209 Sponsorship 3000.00 4000.00 4000.00 0.00 4000.00 
4009 Investment Interest 0.00 18116.22 18000.00 116.22 18000.00 
4900 Miscellaneous 27.00 336.00 363.00 -27.00 363.00 

 Furlough Income 26527.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

 Gross Income 117178.00 120409.90 122271.00 -1861.10 122241.00 
       

 Net Expenditure 705979.00 730889.82 752191.00 -21301.18 762616.00 
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Public Conveniences 
       
Vote Description 2020-21 2021-22 2021-22 Variation 2022-23 
No  Actuals Actuals Revised from Estimates 

    Estimate Budget  
  £ £ £ £ £ 

 Employees      
5000 Salary & Wage Costs 89075.00 94503.74 93284.00 1219.74 96436.00 
6000 Training/Conferences 0.00 0.00 233.00 -233.00 233.00 
6002 Clothing 132.00 271.17 552.00 -280.83 552.00 

       
  Premises      
6100 Repair & Maintenance 4730.00 8276.40 8121.00 155.40 8121.00 
6102 Rates 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
6103 Cleaning 16339.00 17605.31 18618.00 -1012.69 18618.00 

       
 Supplies & Services      
6300 Gas & Electricity 2276.00 3371.92 2545.00 826.92 2545.00 
6301 Water 13548.00 19012.67 19009.00 3.67 19009.00 
6306 Health & Safety 1200.00 5850.95 9297.00 -3446.05 9297.00 
6307 Insurance 1076.00 1144.00 1144.00 0.00 1084.00 

       
 Office Costs      
6405 Telephones 158.00 167.91 233.00 -65.09 233.00 
6408 Administration Recharge 5358.00 5412.00 5412.00 0.00 5466.00 

       
 Vehicle Costs      
6200 Fuel 651.00 664.00 664.00 0.00 664.00 
6201 Repair & Maintenance 608.00 620.00 620.00 0.00 620.00 
6203 Licences 268.00 -110.41 308.00 -418.41 308.00 

       
 Miscellaneous      
6708 Loan Charges 6059.00 6059.16 6060.00 -0.84 6060.00 
6799 Miscellaneous 13.00 0.00 103.00 -103.00 103.00 

       
 Gross Expenditure 141491.00 162848.82 166202.00 -3354.18 169349.00 

       
 Income      
4007 Contract Work 1688.00 1800.00 1800.00 0.00 1800.00 

 Furlough Income 4909.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

 Gross Income 6597.00 1800.00 1800.00 0.00 1800.00 
       

 Net Expenditure 134894.00 161048.82 164402.00 -3353.18 167549.00 
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Café in the Park 
       
       
Vote Description 2020-21 2021-22 2021-22 Variation 2022-23 
No  Actuals Actuals Revised from Estimates 

    Estimate Budget  
  £ £ £ £ £ 

        
5000 Wages 69064.00 85888.32 86768.00 -879.68 84288.00 
6004 Purchase of Sale Items 33389.00 46807.14 41332.00 5475.14 39332.00 
6002 Protective Clothing 395.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
6100 Repair & maintenance 1644.00 2697.00 2697.00 0.00 2697.00 
6102 Local Authority Rates 2595.00 2594.80 2595.00 -0.20 2646.00 
6103 Cleaning materials 167.00 208.96 175.00 33.96 175.00 
6300 Electricity 622.00 1144.00 1144.00 0.00 1144.00 
6301 Water 510.00 724.00 724.00 0.00 724.00 
6303 Equipment and materials 440.00 714.25 650.00 64.25 250.00 
6404 Telephones 716.00 682.09 800.00 -117.91 800.00 
6408 Admin recharge 1010.00 1100.00 1100.00 0.00 1111.00 
6407 Computer costs 0.00 18.92 50.00 -31.08 50.00 
6409 Card Machine Charges 728.00 982.53 800.00 182.53 650.00 
6307 Insurance 811.00 910.00 910.00 0.00 852.00 

 Gross Expenditure 112091.00 144472.01 139746.00 4727.01 134719.00 

 Income      
 Sales 105442.00 149042.68 153400.00 -4357.32 133400.00 

 Furlough Income 12951.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

 Gross Income 118393.00 149042.68 153400.00 -4357.32 133400.00 

       
 Net Expenditure -6302.00 -4570.67 -13654.00 9084.33 1319.00 
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Appendix B   Statement of Funds 
   

   
PARKS CAPITAL FUND   

3000   
Parks Plant Renewals Fund  £ 

   
Balance as at 1st April 2021  66,630.38 
add   
Contribution from Precept 2021-22  34,000.00 
Income from sales  8,884.16 
less   
Expenditure  95,747.61 
Balance as at 31st March 2022  13,766.93 

3001   
Parks Capital Maintenance Fund  £ 

   
Balance as at 1st April 2021  142,206.55 
add   
Contribution from Precept 2021-22  46,000.00 
Income  2,188.50 
less   
Expenditure  28,992.98 
Balance as at 31st March 2022  161,402.07 

   
Parks Play Equipment Fund  £ 

3002   
Balance as at 1st April 2021  1,776.29 
add   
Contribution from Precept 2021-22  20,000.00 
Income from External Sources  0.00 
less   
Expenditure  11,650.00 

    
Balance as at 31st March 2022  10,126.29 

3004   
Allotment Development Fund  £ 

   
Balance as at 1st April 2021  70,469.00 
add   
Contribution from Precept 2021-22  0.00 
Income from External Sources  2,787.00 
Balance from reserve  0.00 
less   
Expenditure  0.00 
Balance as at 31st March 2022  73,256.00 
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Victoria & Cemetery Lodge Fund   £ 
3003   

Balance as at 1st April 2021  24,303.55 
add   
Contribution from Precept 2021-22  0.00 
Income from External Sources  6,106.32 
less   
Expenditure  10,380.56 
Balance as at 31st March 2022  20,029.31 

   
Nursery Development   £ 

3006   
Balance as at 1st April 2021  43,361.90 
add   
Contribution from Precept 2021-22  0.00 
Income  3,372.45 
Less   
Expenditure  46,734.35 
Balance as at 31st March 2022  0.00 

     
Resurfacing  £ 

3005   
Balance as at 1st April 2021  71,418.19 
add   
Contribution from Precept 2021-22  18,400.00 
Income  0.00 
Less   
Expenditure  0.00 
Balance as at 31st March 2022  89,818.19 

   
Tennis Development Fund   

3008   
Balance as at 1st April 2021  141,246.82 
add   
Contribution from Precept 2021-22  0.00 
Income  0.00 
Less   
Expenditure  131,847.51 
Balance as at 31st March 2022  9,399.31 

   
Tennis Court Refurbishment   

3015   
Balance as at 1st April 2021  24,000.00 
add   
Contribution from Precept 2021-22  9,600.00 
Income   
Less   
Expenditure   
Balance as at 31st March 2022  33,600.00 
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Public Convenience Refurbishment   
3017   

Balance as at 1st April 2021  16,240.00 
add   
Contribution from Precept 2021-22  10,000.00 
Income   
Less   
Expenditure  7,259.94 
Balance as at 31st March 2022  18,980.06 

   
   
PARKS CAPITAL FUND BALANCE AT   

31st March 2022  430,378.16 
   

FINANCE COMMITTEE BUILDINGS FUND   
    
3011/3012/3013/3016/3022  £ 

   
Balance as at 1st April 2021  373,380.55 
add   
Contribution from Precept 2021-22  15,300.00 
Transfer from Revenue Reserve  0.00 
Income  10,040.00 
less   
Expenditure  48,579.88 
     
Balance as at 31st March 2022  350,140.67 

   
FINANCE COMMITTEE REVENUE FUNDS   
3014/3021/3024/3025/3026/3060/3062/3063/3064/3065/3066  £ 
Balance as at 1st April 2021  183,205.73 
add   
Contribution from Precept 2021-22  39,200.00 
Income from external Sources  27,548.78 
less   
Expenditure  33,579.17 

    
Balance as at 31st March 2022  216,375.34 
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HENDRA DEVELOPMENT  £ 
3080   

Balance as at 1st April 2021  10,189.39 
add   
Contribution from Precept 2021-22  0.00 
Car park Fees etc  3,076.81 
Interest  0.00 
Transfer   
less    
Expenditure  5,359.50 

    
Balance as at 31st March 2022  7,906.70 

   
   
   Funds 

  £ 
Total Balances as at 1st April 2021  1,168,428.35 
add   
Contribution from Precept  192,500.00 
Income from External Sources  64,004.02 
Transfer In / Out  0.00 
less   
Expenditure  420,131.50 

   
Total Balances at 31st March 2022  1,004,800.87 

 
Appendix C 
None 
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HUDSON ACCOUNTING LTD. 
INTERNAL AUDIT REPORT: 
TO THE MEMBERS OF TRURO CITY COUNCIL 
YEAR ENDED 31ST MARCH 2022. 

ISSUE DATE: 01/06/2022 
ISSUED TO: CLERK 
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INTRODUCTION: 
Internal auditing is an independent, objective assurance activity designed to improve an organisation’s 
operations. It helps an organisation accomplish its objectives by bringing a systematic, disciplined 
approach to evaluate and improve the effectiveness of risk management, control, and governance 
processes. 

Scope: 
The scope of the audit covers, as a minimum, the areas included in the Internal Audit Report 
contained in the Annual Governance & Accountability Return. 

Approach: 
Audit work is carried out in line with the Chartered Institute of Public Finance and Accountancy’s 
Internal Audit Standards and guidance issued by the National Association of Local Councils. 

Where applicable we have included reference to ‘proper practice’ and the associated guidance as laid 
out in ‘Governance & Accountability for Smaller Authorities in England’ which is applicable to financial 
years from 1st April 2021. 

Selective testing was carried out and the relevant policies, procedures and controls were reviewed. 

GENERAL COMMENTS: 
We would like to thank the staff for their assistance and co-operation during the audit. 

The matters raised in this report are only those which came to our attention during our internal audit 
work and are not necessarily a comprehensive statement of all the weaknesses that exist, or of all the 
improvements that may be required. 

It should be noted that assurance can never be absolute. The most that the internal audit service can 
provide is a reasonable assurance that there are no major weaknesses in risk management, 
governance, and control processes. The audit does not guarantee that the accounting records are free 
from fraud or error. 

The review undertaken obtained a level of assurance which has allowed us to complete the Internal 
Audit Report element of the Annual Governance & Accountability Return with no qualifications, thus 
in all significant respects, the control objectives were being achieved throughout the financial year 
to a standard adequate to meet the needs of the Council. 

We have provided a table of audit recommendations that allow for the Council’s response which can 
be used as an ongoing monitoring tool. We would be grateful if, in due course, it is completed and 
returned to us. 
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AUDIT COMMENTARY: 
Items in bold text within the body of the report represent our findings in respect of the 
application of controls, text in italics represent suggested actions that fall short of being a formal 
recommendation or do not necessarily pertain to the application of internal controls. 

Previous Recommendations 
 The current position in respect of previous recommendations is contained in 

the attached Internal Audit Response Record. 

Accounting Records 
 The accounts have been properly maintained throughout the year. 

Payments 
 A sample of payments was tested to establish whether the spending decision, 

procurement process, certification and approval for payment were in line with Financial 
Regulations as well as ensuring that payments were supported by invoices, VAT was 
correctly accounted for, and payment controls were applied. 

 Payment 
 Further Testing revealed no issues to report. 

 Grants 
 A sample of grants awarded was traced to Member approvals; all was in order. 

Risk 
 Risk Assessment 
 The risk register was reviewed in October and again in March 2022.  

 Insurance 
 The Fidelity Guarantee remains slightly inadequate at £2 million. 
 Increasing Fidelity cover is proving problematic for Councils and should this prove to be 

the case then this should be reflected in the risk assessment and existing controls 
reviewed in this light. Any further mitigating actions required should be implemented 

 Investments 
 An Investment Strategy covering the 2022/23 financial year was approved in March 

2022. 

Budgets 
 Setting 
 The budget and precept were properly approved at full Council in January 2022 

following a robust process. 

 Monitoring 
 Full management accounts have been regularly provided during the year. 

 Adequacy of Reserves 
 After allowing for earmarked reserves of £957,319 the general reserve stands at 

£226,464; equating to 9% of gross expenditure which is below generally accepted 
parameters. 

 General reserves at this level formed part of the Councils budget setting process and the 
risks were recognised. 

Income 
 Systems were tested to ensure that suitable controls are in place to ensure that all 

income is received in a timely manner, that charges are correctly applied and that any 
cash received is promptly receipted and banked. 

 Library 
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Improvements to the audit trail have been agreed and implemented. 

Allotments 
Tenants have been billed with most paying in advance for the 2022/23 year. 

Tourist Information Centre 
Income posted to the ledger in October and November was cross referenced to 
information produced from the tills and found to be in accord. 

VAT was properly accounted for. 

Rental property 
Rental income from the library building has been invoiced in line with the Agreements 
in place. 

VAT 
In year VAT returns have been submitted and the accounts accurately reflect the year-
end claim. 

Petty Cash 
Petty cash is adequately controlled. 

Assets 
The asset register has been updated for purchases in the year; the total value is 
accurately disclosed in the AGAR. 

Payroll 
Testing of the March payroll revealed no issues to report – the national pay award was 
accurately implemented. 

Bank Reconciliation 
Bank reconciliations have been carried out frequently during the year and were found 
to be accurate; they were also subject to review. 

The year-end bank reconciliation was found to be accurate. 

Accounting Statements 
The accounts were produced on an income and expenditure basis and were in accord 
with underlying records, albeit that an amendment was needed in respect of the 
treatment of Community Infrastructure Levy receipts. 

Debtors and creditors have been properly disclosed. 

Trusts 
The Council has met its obligations as Trustee; separate meetings are held and charity 
returns are up to date. 
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INTERNAL AUDIT RESPONSE RECORD – TRURO CITY COUNCIL 

No Recommendation Management Response Timescale/Responsibility Follow up (Auditor use) 

2020/21 FINAL REPORT 

1 The Fidelity guarantee should be increased. This has not been done – 
see report under ‘Risk’ - 
closed 

2 Allotment Tenancy Agreements for all sites 
should be reviewed to ensure they all reflect the 
current charging arrangements. 

Check at year end – 
review still required. 
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Annual Governance and Accountability Return 2021/22 Form 3

To be completed by Local Councils, Internal Drainage Boards and other Smaller Authorities*:
• where the higher of gross income or gross expenditure exceeded £25,000 but did not exceed

£6.5 million; or
• where the higher of gross income or gross expenditure was £25,000

or less but that:
• are unable to certify themselves as exempt (fee payable); or
• have requested a limited assurance review (fee payable)

Guidance notes on completing Form 3 of the Annual Governance and 
Accountability Return 2021/22
1. Every smaller authority in England that either received gross income or incurred gross expenditure

exceeding £25,000 must complete Form 3 of the Annual Governance and Accountability Return at
the end of each financial year in accordance with Proper Practices.

2. The Annual Governance and Accountability Return is made up of three parts, pages 3 to 6:
 

• The Annual Internal Audit Report must be completed by the authority’s internal auditor.
• Sections 1 and 2 must be completed and approved by the authority.
• Section 3 is completed by the external auditor and will be returned to the authority.

3. The authority must approve Section 1, Annual Governance Statement, before approving Section 2,
Accounting Statements, and both must be approved and published on the authority website/webpage
before 1 July 2022.

4. An authority with either gross income or gross expenditure exceeding £25,000 or an authority with
neither income nor expenditure exceeding £25,000, but which is unable to certify itself as exempt, or
is requesting a limited assurance review, must return to the external auditor by email or post (not both)
no later than 30 June 2022. Reminder letters will incur a charge of £40 +VAT:
 

• the Annual Governance and Accountability Return Sections 1 and 2, together with
• a bank reconciliation as at 31 March 2022
• an explanation of any significant year on year variances in the accounting statements
• notification of the commencement date of the period for the exercise of public rights
• Annual Internal Audit Report 2021/22

Unless requested, do not send any additional documents to your external auditor. Your external auditor will 
ask for any additional documents needed.
Once the external auditor has completed the limited assurance review and is able to give an opinion, the 
Annual Governance and Accountability Section1, Section 2 and Section 3 – External Auditor Report 
and Certificate will be returned to the authority by email or post.

Publication Requirements
Under the Accounts and Audit Regulations 2015, authorities must publish the following information on 
the authority website/webpage:
Before 1 July 2022 authorities must publish:
• Notice of the period for the exercise of public rights and a declaration that the accounting statements

are as yet unaudited;
• Section 1 - Annual Governance Statement 2021/22, approved and signed, page 4
• Section 2 - Accounting Statements 2021/22, approved and signed, page 5
Not later than 30 September 2022 authorities must publish:
• Notice of conclusion of audit
• Section 3 - External Auditor Report and Certificate
• Sections 1 and 2 of AGAR including any amendments as a result of the limited assurance review.
It is recommended as best practice, to avoid any potential confusion by local electors and interested
parties, that you also publish the Annual Internal Audit Report, page 3.

Page 1 of 6Annual Governance and Accountability Return 2021/22 Form 3  
Local Councils, Internal Drainage Boards and other Smaller Authorities*

The Annual Governance and Accountability Return constitutes the annual return referred to in the Accounts and Audit Regulations 2015. 
Throughout, the words ‘external auditor’ have the same meaning as the words ‘local auditor’ in the Accounts and Audit Regulations 2015.

*for a complete list of bodies that may be smaller authorities refer to schedule 2 to the Local Audit and Accountability Act 2014.
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Guidance notes on completing Form 3 of the Annual Governance and 
Accountability Return (AGAR) 2021/22 
• The authority must comply with Proper Practices in completing Sections 1 and 2 of this AGAR. Proper

Practices are found in the Practitioners’ Guide* which is updated from time to time and contains everything
needed to prepare successfully for the financial year-end and the subsequent work by the external auditor.

• Make sure that the AGAR is complete (no highlighted boxes left empty), and is properly signed and dated. If the
AGAR contains unapproved or unexplained amendments, it may be returned and additional costs will be incurred.

• The authority should receive and note the Annual Internal Audit Report before approving the Annual
Governance Statement and the accounts.

• Use the checklist provided below to review the AGAR for completeness before returning it to the external
auditor by email or post (not both) no later than 30 June 2022.

• The Annual Governance Statement (Section 1) must be approved on the same day or before the Accounting
Statements (Section 2) and evidenced by the agenda or minute references.

• The Responsible Financial Officer (RFO) must certify the accounts (Section 2) before they are presented to
the authority for approval. The authority must in this order; consider, approve and sign the accounts.

• The RFO is required to commence the public rights period as soon as practical after the date of the AGAR approval.
• Do not send the external auditor any information not specifically requested. However, you must inform your

external auditor about any change of Clerk, Responsible Financial Officer or Chairman, and provide
relevant authority owned generic email addresses and telephone numbers.

• Make sure that the copy of the bank reconciliation to be sent to your external auditor with the AGAR covers
all the bank accounts. If the authority holds any short-term investments, note their value on the bank
reconciliation. The external auditor must be able to agree the bank reconciliation to Box 8 on the accounting
statements (Section 2, page 5). An explanation must be provided of any difference between Box 7 and
Box 8. More help on bank reconciliation is available in the Practitioners’ Guide*.

• Explain fully significant variances in the accounting statements on page 5. Do not just send a copy of the detailed
accounting records instead of this explanation. The external auditor wants to know that you understand the
reasons for all variances. Include complete numerical and narrative analysis to support the full variance.

• If the external auditor has to review unsolicited information, or receives an incomplete bank reconciliation, or
variances are not fully explained, additional costs may be incurred.

• Make sure that the accounting statements add up and that the balance carried forward from the previous year
(Box 7 of 2021) equals the balance brought forward in the current year (Box 1 of 2022).

• The Responsible Financial Officer (RFO), on behalf of the authority, must set the commencement date for the
exercise of public rights of 30 consecutive working days which must include the first ten working days of July.

• The authority must publish on the authority website/webpage the information required by Regulation 15 (2),
Accounts and Audit Regulations 2015, including the period for the exercise of public rights and the name and
address of the external auditor before 1 July 2022.

Annual Governance and Accountability Return 2021/22 Form 3  
Local Councils, Internal Drainage Boards and other Smaller Authorities*

Completion checklist – ‘No’ answers mean you may not have met requirements

All sections

Section 1

Section 2

Sections 1 and 2

Internal Audit Report

Have all highlighted boxes have been completed?

For any statement to which the response is ‘no’, has an explanation been published?

Has an explanation of significant variations been published where required?

Has the bank reconciliation as at 31 March 2022 been reconciled to Box 8?

Has an explanation of any difference between Box 7 and Box 8 been provided?

Have all highlighted boxes been completed by the internal auditor and explanations provided?

Has all additional information requested, including the dates set for the period 
for the exercise of public rights, been provided for the external auditor?

Trust funds – have all disclosures been made if the authority as a body corporate is a 
sole managing trustee? NB: do not send trust accounting statements unless requested.

Has the authority’s approval of the accounting statements been confirmed by 
the signature of the Chairman of the approval meeting?

Yes No

*Governance and Accountability for Smaller Authorities in England – a Practitioners’ Guide to Proper Practices,
can be downloaded from www.nalc.gov.uk or from www.ada.org.uk
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*Please provide explanations to the external auditor on a separate sheet for each ‘No’ response and describe how the
authority will address the weaknesses identified. These sheets must be published with the Annual Governance Statement.

Section 1 – Annual Governance Statement 2021/22

We acknowledge as the members of:

Page 4 of 6Annual Governance and Accountability Return 2021/22 Form 3  
Local Councils, Internal Drainage Boards and other Smaller Authorities*

our responsibility for ensuring that there is a sound system of internal control, including arrangements for 
the preparation of the Accounting Statements. We confirm, to the best of our knowledge and belief, with 
respect to the Accounting Statements for the year ended 31 March 2022, that:

1. We have put in place arrangements for effective financial
management during the year, and for the preparation of
the accounting statements.

2. We maintained an adequate system of internal control
including measures designed to prevent and detect fraud
and corruption and reviewed its effectiveness.

4. We provided proper opportunity during the year for
the exercise of electors’ rights in accordance with the
requirements of the Accounts and Audit Regulations.

5. We carried out an assessment of the risks facing this
authority and took appropriate steps to manage those
risks, including the introduction of internal controls and/or
external insurance cover where required.

6. We maintained throughout the year an adequate and
effective system of internal audit of the accounting
records and control systems.

7. We took appropriate action on all matters raised
in reports from internal and external audit.

8. We considered whether any litigation, liabilities or
commitments, events or transactions, occurring either
during or after the year-end, have a financial impact on
this authority and, where appropriate, have included them
in the accounting statements.

9. (For local councils only) Trust funds including
charitable. In our capacity as the sole managing
trustee we discharged our accountability
responsibilities for the fund(s)/assets, including
financial reporting and, if required, independent
examination or audit.

3. We took all reasonable steps to assure ourselves
that there are no matters of actual or potential
non-compliance with laws, regulations and Proper
Practices that could have a significant financial effect
on the ability of this authority to conduct its
business or manage its finances.

prepared its accounting statements in accordance  
with the Accounts and Audit Regulations.

‘Yes’ means that this authority:Yes No*
Agreed

made proper arrangements and accepted responsibility 
for safeguarding the public money and resources in  
its charge.

has only done what it has the legal power to do and has 
complied with Proper Practices in doing so.

during the year gave all persons interested the opportunity to 
inspect and ask questions about this authority’s accounts.

considered and documented the financial and other risks it 
faces and dealt with them properly.

arranged for a competent person, independent of the financial 
controls and procedures, to give an objective view on whether 
internal controls meet the needs of this smaller authority.

responded to matters brought to its attention by internal and 
external audit.

disclosed everything it should have about its business activity 
during the year including events taking place after the year 
end if relevant.

has met all of its responsibilities where, as a body 
corporate, it is a sole managing trustee of a local 
trust or trusts.

Yes No N/A

Signed by the Chairman and Clerk of the meeting where 
approval was given:

Chairman

Clerk
SIGNATURE REQUIRED

SIGNATURE REQUIRED

This Annual Governance Statement was approved at a 
meeting of the authority on:

and recorded as minute reference:

MINUTE REFERENCE

DD/MM/YY

ENTER NAME OF AUTHORITY

ENTER PUBLICLY AVAILABLE WEBSITE/WEBPAGE ADDRESS
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I certify that for the year ended 31 March 2022 the Accounting 
Statements in this Annual Governance and Accountability 
Return have been prepared on either a receipts and payments 
or income and expenditure basis following the guidance in 
Governance and Accountability for Smaller Authorities – a 
Practitioners’ Guide to Proper Practices and present fairly  
the financial position of this authority.

I confirm that these Accounting Statements were
approved by this authority on this date:

Signed by Chairman of the meeting where the Accounting 
Statements were approved

Signed by Responsible Financial Officer before being  
presented to the authority for approval

as recorded in minute reference:

MINUTE REFERENCE

DD/MM/YY

DD/MM/YY

SIGNATURE REQUIRED

SIGNATURE REQUIRED

Date

Section 2 – Accounting Statements 2021/22 for

Page 5 of 6Annual Governance and Accountability Return 2021/22 Form 3  
Local Councils, Internal Drainage Boards and other Smaller Authorities*

ENTER NAME OF AUTHORITY

8. Total value of cash and
short term investments

9. Total fixed assets plus
long term investments
and assets

10. Total borrowings

The sum of all current and deposit bank accounts, cash 
holdings and short term investments held as at 31 March – 
To agree with bank reconciliation.
The value of all the property the authority owns – it is made 
up of all its fixed assets and long term investments as at  
31 March.
The outstanding capital balance as at 31 March of all loans 
from third parties (including PWLB).

1. Balances brought
forward

2. (+) Precept or Rates and
Levies

4. (-) Staff costs

5. (-) Loan interest/capital
repayments

6. (-) All other payments

7. (=) Balances carried
forward

3. (+) Total other receipts

Total balances and reserves at the beginning of the year  
as recorded in the financial records. Value must agree to 
Box 7 of previous year.

Please round all figures to nearest £1. Do not leave any 
boxes blank and report £0 or Nil balances. All figures must 
agree to underlying financial records.

Notes and guidanceYear ending
31 March 

2021 
£

31 March 
2022 

£

Total amount of precept (or for IDBs rates and levies) 
received or receivable in the year. Exclude any grants 
received.
Total income or receipts as recorded in the cashbook less 
the precept or rates/levies received (line 2). Include any 
grants received.

Total expenditure or payments made to and on behalf 
of all employees. Include gross salaries and wages,  
employers NI contributions, employers pension  
contributions, gratuities and severance payments.
Total expenditure or payments of capital and interest
made during the year on the authority’s borrowings (if any).

Total expenditure or payments as recorded in the cash-
book less staff costs (line 4) and loan interest/capital 
repayments (line 5).
Total balances and reserves at the end of the year. Must 
equal (1+2+3) - (4+5+6).

11. (For Local Councils Only)
Disclosure note re Trust funds
(including charitable)

The Council, as a body corporate, acts as sole trustee for 
and is responsible for managing Trust funds or assets.
N.B. The figures in the accounting statements above do 
not include any Trust transactions.

Yes No N/A

Restated

Restated
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Section 3 – External Auditor’s Report and Certificate 2021/22

ENTER NAME OF AUTHORITY

ENTER NAME OF EXTERNAL AUDITOR

1 Respective responsibilities of the auditor and the authority
Our responsibility as auditors to complete a limited assurance review is set out by the National Audit Office (NAO). A limited 
assurance review is not a full statutory audit, it does not constitute an audit carried out in accordance with International 
Standards on Auditing (UK & Ireland) and hence it does not provide the same level of assurance that such an audit would. 
The UK Government has determined that a lower level of assurance than that provided by a full statutory audit is appropriate 
for those local public bodies with the lowest levels of spending. 
Under a limited assurance review, the auditor is responsible for reviewing Sections 1 and 2 of the Annual Governance and 
Accountability Return in accordance with NAO Auditor Guidance Note 02 (AGN 02) as issued by the NAO on behalf of the 
Comptroller and Auditor General. AGN 02 is available from the NAO website – 
https://www.nao.org.uk/code-audit-practice/guidance-and-information-for-auditors/ .
This authority is responsible for ensuring that its financial management is adequate and effective and that it has 
a sound system of internal control. The authority prepares an Annual Governance and Accountability Return in  
accordance with Proper Practices which: 
• summarises the accounting records for the year ended 31 March 2022; and
• confirms and provides assurance on those matters that are relevant to our duties and responsibilities as external auditors.

2 External auditor’s limited assurance opinion 2021/22

DD/MM/YYSIGNATURE REQUIRED
Date

External Auditor Name

(Except for the matters reported below)* on the basis of our review of Sections 1 and 2 of the Annual Governance and Accountability Return, in 
our opinion the information in Sections 1 and 2 of the Annual Governance and Accountability Return is in accordance with Proper Practices and 
no other matters have come to our attention giving cause for concern that relevant legislation and regulatory requirements have not been met. 
(*delete as appropriate).

Other matters not affecting our opinion which we draw to the attention of the authority:

*We do not certify completion because:

(continue on a separate sheet if required)

(continue on a separate sheet if required)

3 External auditor certificate 2021/22
We certify/do not certify* that we have completed our review of Sections 1 and 2 of the Annual Governance and  
Accountability Return, and discharged our responsibilities under the Local Audit and Accountability Act 2014, for 
the year ended 31 March 2022.

External Auditor Signature

Annual Governance and Accountability Return 2021/22 Form 3  
Local Councils, Internal Drainage Boards and other Smaller Authorities*

In respect of
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Finance & General Purposes Committee 

13th June 2022 

Truro Youth Council (TYC) 

A report by Councillor Bob Smith who the Council has appointed as the liaison councillor with the 
Youth Council. 

The issues 
 

1. Due to safeguarding requirements, communications between the Liaison councillor and the 
Truro Youth Council (TYC) are severely constrained, involving administration time by Truro 
City Council staff (registration & record keeping). Email communications, which by necessity, 
are many and frequent, have to be monitored by Council admin and IT which (a) is not an 
efficient use of Council resources and (b) hampers the flexibility of Liaison councillor in day-
to-day communications with individual TYC members. 
 

2. The current structure of the relationship between Truro City Council and TYC is severely 
limiting in terms of ‘recruitment, retention and development’ of members of the TYC: we are 
reliant on the individual TYC members for recruiting more young people to participate in the 
organisation. This results in a situation where much time and effort is spent on trying to 
recruit membership for the next year, and inevitably the demographic of new members is 
limited to the same four schools. 

 
3. Training of TYC in basic skills of the protocols of holding meetings, minute taking and 

reporting take a long time to organise and rely on the ‘good will’ and enthusiasm of Liaison 
councillor and on TCC resources.  

  
A solution 
 
After discussion with the Mayor, Nikki Santolamazza, Kate Smith and Kelly Gleeson (Young People 
Cornwall) a way to ease the communications / safeguarding issues, address the training issue and 
broaden the recruitment demographic would be to initiate a ‘Young People Truro’ branch of YPC. 
The recruitment to TYC would at once have access to greater numbers and from a wider 
demographic, without involving councillor Liaison time or Truro City Council admin. Training of TYC 
members could be efficiently delivered through workshops at YPC. 
Another advantage of this restructuring would be to build a working relationship between TYC and 
other youth centred groups in the city. Helen Tiplady (Hall for Cornwall) has expressed interest in 
being part of the process and the Cadets and Scout groups would be more accessible via YPC. 
 
The commitment from Young People Cornwall would be for approximately four hours per week in 
the initial stages, for which financial support would be necessary. The likely cost is approx. £3k and 
below is the work in summary 

• training for committee meetings 
• facilitation of youth council meetings  
• supporting members when attending key meetings, writing reports to present to the city 

council 
• representing other young people from the community 
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• bringing together a wider ‘youth council/YPC Truro group by contacting key partners 
including Hall for Cornwall, other youth groups, music groups, sport groups etc 

• encouraging youth council memberships for the committee for the following years year 
 

This cost would be found from within existing budgets. 

I propose: 

“That Truro City Council provide financial support to enable Young People Cornwall to take a 
strategic and organisational role in the recruitment and maintenance of the Truro Youth Council for 
a trial period of one year.” 

Councillor Bob Smith 

TYC Liaison Councillor 
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Finance & General Purposes Committee 

13th June 2022 

Truro Business Improvement District Ballot 

 

Under the Local Government Act 2003, Business Improvement District (BID) 
(England) Regulations 2004 each BID has to conduct a ballot each five years to gain 
approval from the levy payers to continue for the next five years. 

Truro BID in conducting a vote for its fourth term 2022-27 with a deadline for votes of 
7th July. In order to proceed a majority of business ratepayers have to support the BID. 

I am recommending that the Council votes to support the BID. It is an organisation that 
we have a close working relationship with and has a very positive impact on business 
in the City Centre. 

The Vision of the BID: - 

“To position Truro, the capital of Cornwall, as a leading destination for tourists, 
residents and business visitors to shop, eat, drink, and enjoy by creating a safer, 
vibrant, well connected, well marketed and well-presented great little city. 

The three themes for the next five years are: - 

Marketing and Events 

Safety, Security & Environment 

Business Support 

In terms of cost the levy we will pay is 1.5% of our business rates, close to £800 per 
year.  

Recommendation 

That the City Council votes to support the BID for a further five years. 

 

 

Roger Gazzard 

Town Clerk 
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Quarterly Reporting Form - Name of Project:     Zebs                                           
                          Quarter: 1, January – March 2022 
 

 8 - 12  
M 

8 - 12  
F 

13 - 17 
M 

13 -17 
F 

18-25 
M 

18-25 
F 

Total 

TOTAL YP Attending         

Drop-ins 19 33 110 85 11 9 271 

Detached Youth Work    12 5 7 24 

Support Hubs   9 18 4 6 37 

Supper Clubs        

Financial Support 
 
Mental health/wellbeing support 
Basketball – Pop-up 
 
Victim of Crime 

 

8 

 

21 

 

64 

2 

7 

2 

45 

4 

10 

2 

9 

1 

2 

3 

5 

2 

5 

152 

15 

19 

Single Gender Groups        

Music 
 

  4 5   9 

Fighting for Change Boxing   7 5 1 2 15 

NEET group/work         

Youth Council/Involvement/Voice   7 5 2 1 15 

Community Events 
Which event – Pydar St Pirans 
Window 

  2 4 1 2 9 
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Project Achievements this Quarter: 

• Sessions at Zebs have been busy this quarter in the drop-ins and all other groups and 1 to 
1 support. We continue to provide a range of provision to meet the needs of young people 
from a variety of socio-economic backgrounds, schools, apa’s and ages. 

• We provide a consistent safe space for all young people and involve them in ownership of 
the building, how it is run, and planning and delivery of sessions. 

• The building is taking more time and resource to keep safe due to the buildings age. There 
are leaks in the flat roof, and down the wall, old 2nd hand furniture, and damp cracked 
walls. Young people asked for and we provided £20 led lights which they fitted and were 
over the moon about. Young people say that is it their space and how much that means to 
them. 2 young women from Truro School who received 1 to 1 wellbeing support stated 
they planned to run a fundraising event for Zebs.  

• Zebs staff continue to report and follow up safeguarding situations that arise. This is an 
ongoing action and requires working on a multi-agency level with partners including 
police, social care, asb officer, schools, parents, camhs. Issues have included exploitation, 
County Lines, homelessness, sexual assault, drugs and mental health. 

• We see that young people are experiencing more than ever high levels of vulnerability and 
complex needs. 

• Issue based sessions are delivered from an informal education approach. Topics are led by 
young people themselves or with staff recognising that topics could be helpful. Sessions 
have included; Healthy Relationships, Consent, age restrictions surrounding sex, sexting, 
and appropriated sharing of content and images online, online safety. 

• Mental health and wellbeing is an issue discussed in most sessions, both in the centre and 
the community. Discussions around healthy living options and mental health services have 
been both openly discussed and 1 to 1 support provided. We provide education on young 
people building their mental health first aid kit with information, strategies on how to 
improve and maintain their wellbeing, along with signposting and referrals to relevant 
services.  

• Young people took part in boxing sessions that combine physical boxing and mental health 
and wellbeing sessions, from evidence based programme Empire Fighting Chance.  

• With the current need in and around Truro, Zebs is engaged in partnership working with 
the community. We have been working together with Local Partners such as Truro Safe, 
Community Officers and ASB team to deliver structured interventions and support to 
young people. This has had many benefits to the young people and the community. When 
meeting with the community and partners, we ensure that discussions and planning 
around provision and strategies in and around Truro include the voice and views of young 
people.  

• Zebs has been proud to be working with the new Truro Youth Council - TYC. Zebs offer 
continued support to the Youth Council including them being able to use Zebs as a place to 
meet. Youth workers will be delivering peer champion training for TYC , to enable young 
people to understand safeguarding, peer support, boundaries, safe working and 
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integration with other young people. There will also be input around participation of 
young people and representing the views of other young people. 

• We are also in discussions with TYC and the city council regarding a peer team building day 
for the Youth Council. 

• Spots sessions in Pydar Pop-up have started in recent weeks, and young people are 
starting to enjoy the space and activities again. This has been supported by partners within 
the community such as Anti Social Behaviour officer Steve Lennon and Truro Safe, Helen 
Toms attending and helping to facilitate,which also benefits young people seeing us 
working together. 

• Music workshop held in February half term with Cornwall Music Education Hub. This was 
well received by the young people who attended, who all really enjoyed the creativity and 
personalisation of the workshop.  

• Victim of Crime peer support group has been set up and delivered in Zebs, in response to 
the need for young people and benefits of getting support from your peers. Group 
discussions are had every week with structured activities delivered with positive wellbeing 
and self-care in mind. Young people are encouraged and supported to attend other 
activities taking place. 

• Zebs took part in the St Pirans window display competition, which can be seen in Pydar 
pop up. Young people decided their theme would be to share the 5 ways of wellbeing in 
order to give back to the community in a positive way.   

• Meetings with the nhs to discuss Zebs as a possible appropriate meeting places/spaces for 
young people as an alternative to the hospital a and e, or gp surgeries.  

• Other professionals using the Zebs building for sessions with young people including 
targeted youth work, wellbeing practitioners, yos etc 

• Continued working with Cultural Compact partners to ensure access to the arts and music 
is equal and open to all. 

• Working with Princes Trust so we can access development funding for young people 
wanting to get back into work. Also their volunteers who will be mentors to NEET young 
people. 

• We continue to have representation on the OSCP safeguarding adolescents group, Youth 
Justice Board, Missing and Child Exploitation group, Youth Offending Service Panel, 
Trauma Informed Network, Young People’s Alliance, and we see our role as passing on the 
views, needs and voice of young people in their words.  

 
Developments 

• Sports will continue in the pop up with young people deciding which sports they would 
like to try. Suggestions have been football, self-defence, yoga, basketball, boxing. 

• Over Easter we will work with community partners to deliver community football and 
wellbeing sessions on Trelander, Rosedale and Malabar.  

• Over Easter we will deliver Active Cornwall Time to Move activities for young people who 
are in receipt of free school meals. Activities include boxing, nerf battle, food, arts, and 
will enable new young people to access the sessions delivered at Zebs. 

• Successful funding application to provide a young women’s group starting in May, to 
enable young women to explore issues including healthy relationships, consent, violence, 
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safety etc. They will work together to plan and deliver a social action project on a related 
issue that will benefit other young women. 

• We will explore possible funding options to enable us to fund similar work with young 
men. 

• Successful funding application will enable us to deliver a boxing session at Penn an Dre. 
• Successful funding from the OPCC will enable us to work with the police to deliver a 

variety of sports sessions over 6months.  
• New group starting in Zebs for young people who are not in education, employment or 

training. Providing support, skills and food to get back into education or work. 
• National Citizen Service will again be delivered in Truro with representation from all Truro 

schools. 
• Truro High School year 11 young women will receive 2 days of skill booster activity and 

personal development in June. 
• Working with bf adventure to secure a team day at bf for young people from zebs.  
• Plans for Time to Move summer activities 
• Young People have been giving their views and wishes surrounding the re-development of 

Truro. Zebs will continue to support this in the coming months.  
• Developing a steering group for Zebs. 

 
Difference to Young People: 

• Zebs has supplied 6 young people who are homeless or living in independent 
accommodation with food vouchers and vouchers to buy toiletries and clothes. This has 
raised their mental health and wellbeing by providing them with vouchers to buy 
essentials for daily living.  

• Support to families without accommodation.  
• Zebs being a gateway to other services – young peoples referred to specialist support for 

various issues. 
• Sports sessions in the pop up have provided young people with a space indoors to get 

active as well as making positive connections with the local ASB officer.  
 

 
Quotes: 
Young People: 

• “thank you for the vouchers, you don’t even know how much that has helped me” Young 
Person, age 19.  

• “ I can now get myself some clothes for an interview I have next week” Young Person age 
17.  

 
Parents: 

• “just knowing that you are available for my daughter to talk to is a relief”  
• ‘’The difference that coming to the weekly group has made to my son is incredible, his 

confidence has grown so much” 
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• “having someone take time to listen and acknowledge my daughters feelings is really 
making a difference to her” (parent while young person waits for specialist mental health 
support).  

 
Professionals: 

• “The general public have a view that not much is in place for young people in and around 
Truro, the opposite is fact” – TYW 

• “I am really impressed with the range of activities Zebs have to offer, I would also like to 
get in touch about using Zebs as a safe space to run a group for young people” – Family 
worker in social care. 

• “Thank you for your support with the young person, it has really made a difference” – 
Social Worker 

 
Outcome Stars:  
YPC use the outcome star to measure the distance travelled in 6 evidenced areas of a young 
person’s life. Over the last quarter young people have increased in their wellbeing by 66% and 
communication skills by 64%. 
Their attitude to education and work has increased by 59%, and making good choices by 57%, and 
their hopes and dreams have increased by 55% which we haven’t seen for a while. They have also 
increased by 58% in how they see their community and wanting to make a difference.  
 
Significant Change Stories: 
“my most significant change???........... Trusting a worker with my problems and getting help” 
S a 17yr old female attended the open youth evening sessions at Zebs. At the beginning of the 
year, she was quiet and reluctant to interact with workers. S recognised that by attending weekly 
sessions and getting to know staff she has been able to open up. This meant that staff identified 
that S was a victim of crime, and will get 1 to 1 support from a worker within YPC. A referral for an 
ISVA has also been made as S was a victim of a sexual assault. Safeguarding procedures were 
followed. Zebs has giving this young person the opportunity and time to get to know staff and feel 
comfortable enough to share her story. She will now receive the support she feels she needs, and 
says she feels more positive.  
 
Images:  
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Issues 

Some young people who attend the youth centre have been involved in ASB, we have responded 
to this by working in close partnership with the local ASB officer and police.  

Healthy relationships has been a consistent topic of discussion for young people.  

NHS has recognised that the level of YP attending emergency department at Treliske is unhealthy 
and possibly unnecessary.  

Compliments: 

Complaints: 
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Devolution Update Report: Rosedale Playing Field and Adjacent Woodland 
 
Background 
 
The City Council has previously considered the devolution and transfer of Land at Rosedale 
Park and adjacent woodland from Cornwall Council to Truro City Council.  
 
The initial discussions arose from a request from the Rosedale Residents’ Association and 
members of the public who had raised concerns about the quality and standard of the 
maintenance at the park and the play equipment. The residents' association also raised the 
issue of the adjoining woodland regarding its management and access by the public. In 
addition, the residents' association had proposed that there should be footbridge which 
would link Daubuz Moor to the Rosedale Park.  The proposed footbridge would make it 
easier for residents and particularly children from the Forest school at St Mary’s to undertake 
educational activities at the Moor. There were also concerns that residents and dog walkers 
were “fording” the river when there were lower levels of water, and this was causing damage 
to the riverbank, sensitive habitats and flora and fauna.   
 
The residents' association with the assistance of the Community Development Officer have 
undertaken extensive consultation and met with the local “Friends” groups and residents to 
discuss the developments at Rosedale. They have also with the assistance of Councillor 
Wells agreed a management plan for the adjoining woodland.  
 
This was previously reported to the Parks and Amenities Committee and agreement in 
principle was resolved by the Committee which included agreement on the building of 
a footbridge and management of the woodland (Minute 210, Parks & Amenities Committee 
meeting of 5 October 2020 refers).  
 
Discussions were held with Cornwall Council officers, the divisional member and local 
residents. Cornwall Council was agreeable in principle to the devolution. It was confirmed 
that any transfer would have to be undertaken under the Cornwall Council devolution 
procedure and would involve a legal transfer of the land in question and would be subject to 
agreement and checks through a sign off process with a strategic director. The City Council 
has previously undertaken such transfers, but these have been long and protracted, as was 
the case at Coosebean cycleway.  
 
Cornwall Council has only one dedicated officer dealing with Devolution transfers and there 
is a significant backlog. Requests for transfers are prioritised, normally through the 
community network panel link officers. At the time of the original discussions, it was not 
possible to obtain a definitive timeline and given the backlog it could have been several 
years before any progress could be made. As a result of this, the possibility of a transitional 
arrangement was explored. One option was for Cornwall Council to grant a licence to giving 
permission for the City Council to undertake works with the agreement of Cornwall Council 
and Cornwall Housing prior to the formal transfer. The alternative was that there could be a 
lease agreement. That would give more formal effect to the above and would have given 
more certainty on any liabilities which arose from the arrangement and would give surety to 
both parties.  
 
Discussion and email exchanges took place between the City Council and Cornwall Council 
officers to agree the process and what steps each party would have to 
undertake.  Unfortunately, the information at that time and the process required by Cornwall 
Council was extremely onerous and would have required a considerable amount of officer 
time. This would also have involved external legal support for the City Council at a 
potential significant cost. This extensive work would have been undertaken without any 
guarantee that the proposed lease would be acceptable to Cornwall Council. It was therefore 
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reluctantly concluded that a transitional arrangement was not feasible, and the City 
Council would have to await the devolution process and to effectively “join the queue”.  
 
Update  
 
The Community Development Officer was recently approached by a member of the public 
who is a resident at Rosedale. They enquired about the replacement of the play equipment 
at the Rosedale field, and they offered to fund raise for new equipment and also to submit 
grant applications for which they had some experience.  
 
It was explained to the resident that the field including the play equipment was the 
responsibility of Cornwall Council and Cornwall Housing as the housing provider but that 
enquires would be made as to the process required.  
 
A request for a meeting was made by the City Council through the Community Link Officer 
and a meeting was arranged which took place on Tuesday 26th April. Present at that meeting 
were Damien Richards Community Development Officer TCC, Richard Budge Parks and 
Amenities Officer TCC, Divisional member Councillor Chris Wells CC , F&GP Chairman 
Councillor Stuart Roden TCC. Stuart Wallace Open Spaces Officer CC, Alistair Spencer 
Outdoor Spaces Officer Cornwall Housing and Helen Nicholson Community Link Officer CC.  
 
Two issues were discussed.  
1.The first was the process by which local residents could raise money and funding to 
enhance play equipment in the ownership and control of Cornwall Council and Cornwall 
Housing.  

• It was confirmed that Cornwall Housing is responsible for the maintenance of the 
grounds and play equipment on housing estates managed by them. Much of this 
work is subcontracted to Cormac. There is a very limited budget for the reprovision of 
play equipment and the priority is to maintain existing equipment and to ensure that it 
is safe and compliant with safety requirements.  

• Cornwall Housing explained that they had worked with residents elsewhere to 
improve the quality and standard of play equipment. The main criteria is that any 
equipment must be to the standard required and specified by Cornwall Housing and 
their contractors and it must be installed by a professionally competent organisation 
with experience of installing and maintaining such equipment. Cornwall Housing 
would normally recommend Cormac to oversee such work. Cornwall Council would 
have no objection, as Cornwall Housing is engaged to manage these matters on its 
behalf. The Parks and Amenities Officer informed the Cornwall Council officers that 
the City Council had extensive experience of working with residents’ and friends' 
groups, of installing play equipment at numerous sites around the city and would be 
willing to assist and advise residents.  

• It is therefore the case that local residents’ and community associations can fund 
raise and obtain grant funding to replace play equipment and the only criteria is that 
the equipment must be to the standard specified by Cornwall Housing and the 
installation and planning must be by a qualified and experienced organisation with 
experience of planning and installing such schemes. There is no requirement to 
transfer land to the City Council or to have a licence. This would only require the 
residents within the specified area, with the assistance of the City Council officers to 
work with Cornwall Housing to ensure that equipment, materials and installation 
methods were complaint with the required standards.  
 

2.The issue of the land transfer and devolution was also discussed to establish timescales 
and whether there had been any further developments since earlier discussions.  

• Helen Nicholson was able to inform the group that she was now, in addition to her 
duties as a Community Link Officer, working with Scott Sharples CC on devolution 
matters.  
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• She has recently consulted within the Truro and Roseland Community Network Area 
as to what the priorities were in terms of devolution, and it appeared that there was a 
consensus that Roseland Park and adjacent Woodland was the priority. She 
produced a map which included the park, woodland and footpath along the riverbank 
joining to Oak Way and it was agreed that this was the area under consideration.  

• A request for an indicative time scale on devolution was requested but this was still 
unclear. The reason for this was that although it was a priority for the Truro and 
Roseland Network, there were numerous other projects across Cornwall, and it 
wasn’t possible to give an estimate at this time.  

• There was then a discussion about the potential for a licence.    
• The City Council representatives expressed their concerns about what previously 

had appeared to be a very onerous process. The Cornwall Council officers were able 
to give some positive reassurance in this respect. A licence would be reasonably 
straight forward in this instance and could be agreed within a matter of 
weeks/months. If the City Council wished to pursue with the bridge between 
Rosedale and Daubuz Moor, then the City Council could submit planning applications 
and undertake the necessary consultations with the Environment Agency 
simultaneously with negotiating a licence.  

• In principle, Cornwall Council and Cornwall Housing were supportive of this approach 
and from their point of view this would be pretty straightforward. The City Council 
would need to engage with independent legal advisors to effect the licence. This 
would result in an expense to the City Council. This would have, however, make 
matters more straightforward when the eventual devolution was agreed, as much of 
the work would already have been undertaken and would not result in duplication.  

 
This was therefore a much more positive outcome than previously anticipated and provides 
for a way forward to expediate matters reasonably quickly. 
  
The recommendations are therefore: 
 
RECOMMENDED: 
1. That the Community Development Officer notifies the local resident that work can begin 
on fund raising and grant applications to enhance and improve the play equipment at 
Rosedale Park subject to compliance with Cornwall Housing specifications.  
2. That detailed plans are drawn up and consultations with statutory agencies are 
undertaken prior to a statutory planning application being submitted for a footbridge between 
Rosedale Park and Daubuz Moor.  
3. That the Town Clerk and Parks and Amenities Officer are authorised to enter into 
discussions with Cornwall Council and Cornwall Housing with a view to reaching agreement 
on licence for the management of Rosedale Park, Woodland and River side path.  
4. That full devolution of the area as defined is pursued at the earliest practical opportunity. " 
 
Councillors Roden & Wells  
& Parks, Facilities & Amenities Officer 
26 May 2022 
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Parks & Amenities Committee - 6th June 2022 

Finance & General Purposes Committee – 13th June 2022 

UK Shared Prosperity Fund 

The UK Shared Prosperity Fund has been announced. Cornwall and the Isles of 
Scilly(CIOS) has the second largest single area allocation. The grant lasts until the 
end of March 2025 and is primarily revenue expenditure based. The annual sums for 
CIOS are; - 

Budget year Total budget % Revenue v capital 

2022-23 £15.7m 90/10 
2023-24 £31.4m 87/13 
2024-25 £82.3m 80/20 

I have attached Fund Guidance produced by Cornwall Council in Appendix 1. It is 
significant that there is no requirement for matched funding. 

Aims of SPF: 

The UKSPF will support the UK Government's wider commitment to level up all 
parts of the UK by delivering on each of the levelling up objectives: 

• Boost productivity, pay, jobs and living standards by growing the private
sector, especially in those places where they are lagging.

• Spread opportunities and improve public services, especially in those places
where they are weakest.

• Restore a sense of community, local pride and belonging, especially in those
places where they have been lost.

• Empower local leaders and communities, especially in those places lacking
local agency

Investment priorities: 

• Communities and Place

• Local Businesses

• Skills and People
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It should be noted that investment into the Skills and People priority can only 
occur from year 3 onwards (2024/25). 

The detailed interventions are contained in Appendix 1. It is clear that many of 
the interventions in the Communities and Place priority align closely with City 
Council objectives. 

Work to Date 

Appendix 2 contains a high level comparison between the City Council goals 
and objectives and the potential support that could be forthcoming from the 
Fund. It identifies that there are many potential schemes. 

Timescales 

Through June Cornwall Council is considering the priorities for this area based 
upon the fund priorities and it is anticipated that shortly after bids will be invited. 
My view is that in order to maximise the potential income in the current year the 
City Council should be in a position to at least apply for some projects by the 
end of July. There is no limit on the number of applications that can be made. 

Work in Progress 

  Further work is being carried out on the high level strategy and vision, as well as 
increasing the detail on individual schemes, particularly costing information. Because 
the fund is revenue cost based the likelihood is that there will be a number of small 
schemes. 

Recommendation 

That the committee notes the opportunity provided by this fund and that a further report 
is submitted to the next meeting. 

Roger Gazzard 

Town Clerk 
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Truro Potential support from UK Shared Prosperity Fund  

Vision

For 

Truro

To provide facilities 
where everyone can 
enjoy their leisure time 
within the city

To enable people residing, 
working, or visiting the city to 
enjoy a meaningful, pleasant, 
and safe time to curb anti-
social behaviour in the City 
Centre

To provide a leadership role 
for the community and 
promote and enhance the 
economic, environmental, 
cultural, and social for the 
benefit of its residents, 
business, and visitors.  

TCC 
Corporate 
Objectives 

Potential 
projects  

supported by 
UK Shared 

Prosperity Fund 

Opportunities 
for all

Inclusive Truro 

Green and 
sustainable City 

CulturalVibrant 
Economy 

Healthy and 
Active 

Communities 

To support sustainable 
growth within the City Centre 
to serve the day-to-day 
shopping, leisure, business, 
service, cultural and 
educational needs of the 
local community both for 
people who live and work in 
the city and visitors. 

POTENTIAL PROJECTS 

3 year marketing & promotion
3 year events programme
Integrated culture, leisure and sports strategy 
Gap analysis feasibility 
Economic review
Volunteer programmes

Warm and safe – insulation clubs
Garden to Larder – community larders 
Cook to save  - community kitchen
City Ambassadors
Heritage volunteers

Development of Visitor Office  services, ticket office, 
residents services plus
Increase/create  performance spaces 
Wild Truro tours and guides 
Experience development, marketing and sales 
Inward investment promotion and support \
Sports development programmes - especially estates 

Cost of Living 
Challenge 

TCC
Goals  Safe City

POTENTIAL PROJECTS

Healthy streets 
ASB  enhancement
Youth development projects

Broaden services from the 
library and create an 
educational hub

Social prescribing  activities

Community skate park 
development 

POTENTIAL PROJECTS

Research and consultation on 
green spaces 
Appoint sport and leisure 
development workers 
New bike track
Residents in gardening
Sensory garden
Enhance enchanted track and 
making them fully accessible, 
bridge, board walk, green 
toilets
Glasteinan Enhancements
Comprigney Land

Forest Garden
Community garden 
Community Farm?
Education Centre 
Cornish hedgerow training 

To aid and 
encouragement within 
Truro in the promotion 
and development of their 
activities , including 
pursuit of community 
assistance
POTENTIAL PROJECTS

Community Development 
Team
Community development 
and consultant area 
planning
Creation of community 
forums  - incl skatepark
Youth facilities feasibility 
study 
Education and skills 
programmes development

Money management 
initiatives 

Social enterprise and 
business start up  
development programmes

Sustainable  & Accessibility 
expertise  to ensure all 
aspect of theses projects 
and all TCC operations are 
contributing the max  

Note Cross cutting 
themes for all 

projects  -
accessibility 

sustainability and 
net zero

Appendix 2
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Finance & General Purposes Committee 

13th June 2022 

 
Community Facilities Report 

 

The last Council meeting considered the attached report and  

Resolved 

that the Community Facilities report be referred to the Finance & General Purposes 
Committee for further consideration. 

 

Roger Gazzard 

Town Clerk 
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Executive Summary 
For the attention of Cornwall Council 

Working Group – Terms of Reference: 

In summary, the task of the working group was to: 
• Lead a consultation exercise on the provision of community facilities in Truro, on 

behalf of the community.
• Identify what community facilities we have now, and what the venues provide.
• Identify what facilities residents, community groups and businesses would like to 

see.
• Highlight the ‘gap’ between the above.
• With a premise that proposals for any new facilities should not be in competition 

with existing facilities (it should be focused on addressing gaps).
• Produce a report to be provided to Cornwall Council. The deadline was 31 March, 

but Cornwall Council extended this to 8 April. 

Next Steps: 

Further details are provided in the body of the report. In summary, from the ‘gap 
analysis’ undertaken, the Working Group make four proposals. In summary, these 
are: 

1. A dedicated youth facility (this could be part of a larger building) for all young 
people, which is larger than the current Zeb’s venue and with appropriate facilities.

2. For a business case and high-level design to be commissioned and funded, for the 
type of facility described in 1. above. This will be essential to outline the building 
and running costs, and how this could be sustained financially.

3. The appointment of a Community focussed role (as part of an existing role or as a 
new position) who works with all 46 community venues (there could be more) 
identified by this report, to focus on sharing information, celebrating community 
engagement and success, signposting, advising on funding applications and 
encouraging a collaborative way of working. (Please note: there are no assumptions 
made at this stage on how such a role would be funded)

 This document is delivered by Salt Projects Cornwall Ltd. 3
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4. A Truro directory (online and / or printed) listing all community venues, groups and 
events for residents, new residents, visitors and businesses. A printed edition 4-6 
times a year, delivered to Truro residents, likely to include some advertising. 
(Please note: again, at this stage no assumptions are made on the business model)

An Introduction 

An Introduction from the Mayor of Truro

Cllr Steven Webb, Mayor of Truro says: “In the past two years, the word ‘community’ has 
been more important than ever. Meeting, working and supporting each other together is 
important. I am pleased to be continuing my Mayoral role for another year and as I 
approach my second year, I would like to hear from you, Truro’s community, residents, 
groups and businesses. How can we improve our current community provision? This could 
be through sharing resources, collaborating, improving facilities or venues. Looking into 
the future where there is hope, let’s explore big and small changes. What is in place, and 
where are the gaps? Are there any groups who are not currently being served?”

Imagine a Truro which hosts this type of community activity
• Social prescription
• Multi-generational Ki Aikido classes
• Youth Orchestras, Theatre and Dance groups
• Foodbanks and all ages helping to feed the homeless
• Fitness, health and wellbeing and arts sessions aimed at reducing ASB issues in the city
• Lifesaving and First aid training
• Book clubs, wine clubs, stamp collecting groups
• LGBTQ groups
• Choirs for all ages including unisex, men’s and trans 
• Health and exercise groups for all abilities
• City clean up groups
• Business meetings, training and public drop-in events
• Safe spaces
• Parents / guardian baby and toddler groups
• Mentoring and recruitment for those not in education or employment
• Film clubs

You may not be aware, but these activities are already happening in Truro.

And just think how proud we could be of our city community if we could celebrate and raise 
awareness of our existing groups and also deliver some of these new ideas as suggested 
by our community…..
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• Community kitchen
• Youth engagement focused on preventing and reducing A&E admissions
• Social groups and support for single parents and those living on their own which might 

include coffee mornings, talks and book clubs
• Outdoor spaces and community gardens
• Indoor soft play area
• Covered outdoor areas or all-weather outdoor spaces
• Newly furnished venues and improved facilities, inviting new members and groups to 

engage with venues
• Lip-reading classes
• Improved after-school and holiday clubs

Our Process 
In a matter of five weeks the following Working Group has supported engagement and 
research for this consultation study:

Mayor of Truro, Cllr Steven Webb
Honorary Freeman Cllr Chris Wells
Cllr Mark Roby (Chairman)
Cllr Clinton Sealey
Cllr Robert Smith (co-opted)
Cllr Lindsay Southcombe
Deputy Mayor of Truro, Cllr Karlene Stokes
(supported by the Town Clerk)

Surveys were designed and shared with four key audiences, as identified by the Working 
Group:
• Community Venues or spaces
• Community groups, hosts, organisers, participants or volunteers
• Residents
• Truro businesses

Where possible we have engaged a broad range of venues, communities, audiences, 
interests and demographics which include: 
• All ages
• Interests and focus such as Health, fitness and wellbeing, arts and culture, heritage, 

social, business, charities, education, family support and safe spaces.
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How have we engaged with local residents and communities?

• A 60-90 minute Teams meeting has been offered to each community venue identified, to 
discuss their current provision and any issues they are currently facing.

• Where possible, Charlotte Williams has visited a number of community venues and 
plans to continue with this engagement over the coming weeks.

• Each venue was invited to share the Community Groups’ Survey with their current users 
and communities, allowing gaps to be identified from both perspectives, as the host, lead 
and participant.

• Public events were hosted by members of the Working Group and Salt Projects Ltd on 
Sunday 20th March at Pydar Pop Up and Wednesday 23rd March at Truro Farmers’ 
Market.

• An introduction email and leaflet were designed to share with community groups and 
residents to complete a survey or to email over any feedback or ideas.

Marketing 

Visit Truro offered support to deliver the following work:
• A press release was submitted to local press online and printed weeks commencing 7th 

and 14th March, which featured in the following publications: Cornwall Live, Truro Voice 
and The West Briton.

• Social media engagement through the Truro City Council Facebook page, sharing the 
survey links and introducing the consultation project. Facebook events were published 
for each public drop-in session which were co-hosted between Truro City Council and 
Salt Projects Ltd. 

• A feature in the Truro BID weekly online newsletter (week commencing 14th March) 
encouraging local businesses to complete the Business Survey.

In addition, members of the working group have extended the messaging as follows:
• Mayor of Truro, Cllr Steven Webb presented a Facebook Live on 16th March to engage 

an online audience and to pose the question to Truro residents: Where are the gaps in 
Truro’s community provision? What is missing? This was viewed 202 times and received 
74 comments. The general consensus from this online conversation revealed a need for 
events to bring the community together and an improvement to leisure facilities such as 
ice skating, swimming pool, bowling alley, outdoor and covered BMX and skate parks. 
(Please view a full list of comments: Appendix 1 and 2).

• Salt Projects Ltd shared any posts where relevant to extend the reach and engagement 
online.

• The consultation was featured in the March edition of The Pydar Dispatch.
• All members of the Working Group shared an online invitation to complete the survey 

with their constituents and Truro residential contacts where possible.
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Key Statistics 
Survey Results to date (04.04.22) 
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Online Engagement Statistics 
(Recorded on 04.04.22) 
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Survey Responses In Summary 
(Full List of survey responses are included Appendix 3 - PDF attachment)

Venues
• 70% of the venues require significant and remedial repairs or improvement of facilities, 

all of which need funding to make this work happen. One particular venue which is of 
scale and its audience is of priority to Truro is the Zeb’s building. (The full meeting with 
Young People Cornwall has been recorded and a number of follow up site meetings and 
engagement have been confirmed).

• Each venue and space has regular bookings, of which 2 are at full capacity.Key issues 
raised by venues include lack of parking, cost of utilities, lack of funding, the need for 
facilities to be improved such as installation of WIFI, dated interior decor and furniture 
which is looking tired and the community deserve better quality environments to visit.

• All venues, bar one, would like to be updated with this report and its progress, which 
demonstrates the need to work together and offer support.

The following venues have been identified by this report:

 This document is delivered by Salt Projects Cornwall Ltd. 11

Name of venue Address Contact name Contact email Contact phone 
number

All Saints Church Tresawls Road, Truro, TR1 
3LD. 01872 261944

Alverton Hotel Tregolls Rad, Truro, TR1 1ZQ. stay@thealverton.
co.uk 01872 276633

Archbishop Benson 
C of E

Bodmin Road, Truro, TR1 
1BN.

Archie Browns 105 Kenwyn Street, Truro, 
TR1 3BX

Felicity Trenerry truro@archiebrow
ns.co.uk

01872 278622

CHAOS 3 St Clements Vean, Tregolls 
Road, Truro, TR1 1RN. 01872 277600

Colours Café & 
Wellbeing Centre

15 New Bridge Street, Truro, 
TR1 2AA

Deborah Dudding colourscafetruro
@gmail.com

01872 225414

Conservative Club 80 Lemon Street, Truro, TR1 
2PN. 01872 272114

Epiphany House Truro, TR1 3DR. info@epiphanyho
use.co.uk 01872 857953

Gloweth Chapel Tresawls Road, Gloweth, 
Truro, TR1 3LU. 01872 262283

Hall For Cornwall Back Quay, Truro, TR1 2LL. Helen Tiplady helent@hallforcor
nwall.org.uk

Happy Piranha 
Venue & Cafe

19A Pydar Street, Truro, 
Cornwall, TR1 2AY.

(To open Summer 
2022)

sales@happypira
nha.com 01872 277875

Health and 
Innovation Centre, 
Treliske

Treliske, Truro, TR1 3FF. 01872 330030

Hendra Hall Carew Road, Truro, TR1 3TP David Hunter cytc@btinternet.c
om

07816 285367

Hotel VARA 49 Falmouth Road, Truro, 
TR1 2HL 01872 272450
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Kenwyn Church Kenwyn Church Road, Truro, 
TR1 3DR

Helen Perry kenwynstallen@t
alktalk.net

01872 277117

Kenwyn Lychgate 
Schoolroom

Kenwyn Church Road, Truro, 
TR1 3DR

Helen Perry kenwynstallen@t
alktalk.net

01872 277117

Malabar NBCA Albany Road, Truro. Lesley Goodman lesleygoodman61
@outlook.com 077308 922215

Malpas Village Hall Malpas Road, Malpas, Truro. 
TR1 1SQ

Richard Selby - 
MVH Charity 
Trust

rselby@gmail.co
m

07484243838

Mannings Hotel 82 Lemon Street, Truro, TR1 
2QB. 01872 247900

Moresk Centre Kemp Close, Truro, TR1 1EF. Cat Rose
Alan Stanhope

moresk.centre@g
mail.com 07425 332523

Old Bakery Studios Blewett’s Wharf, Malpas 
Road, Truro. Tr1 1QH

Mrs Catherine 
King

cath@oldbakeryst
udios.co.uk

07727 414345

Penair School St Clement, Truro, TR1 1TN Gill Hakin ghakin@penair.co
rnwall.sch.uk

01872 245130

People's Palace Club & Prems, Peoples 
Palace Yard, Truro, TR1 2AZ

George Paul 
Mallen

palmal88@hotmai
l.com

01872 240255

Pydar Pop Up St Clement Street, Truro, TR1 
1DT Charlotte Williams pydarpopup@salt

projects.co.uk 077393 10770

Redannick Theatre
(Current closed)

Redannick Lane, Truro, TR1 
2JP.

Richard Lander Richard Lander School, 
Higher Besore Road

Nicky Wherry nwherry@richardl
ander.cornwall.sc
h.uk

01872 273750

Royal British 
Legion Truro

18 St Mary’s Street, Truro, 
TR1 2AF. 01872 274569

Royal Cornwall 
Museum 

25 River Street Truro TR1 2SJ Charlotte 
Tomlinson

Charlotte.Tomlins
on@royalcornwall
museum.org.uk

St George’s Church 
Hall

St George’s Road, Truro, TR1 
3JE

Jill Miller laurels3@btintern
et.com

St John’s the 
Evangelist Church - 
Church Hall

Lemon Street, Truro, Tr1 2NU. Sarah Peters
Ian Robertson 
(Bookings)

carvozasarah@ic
loud.com

01872 277423

Tregolls Academy Chellew Road, Truro, TR1 
1LH. 01872 274020

Trelander and St 
Clements 
Community Hall

Trelander Highway, Truro TR1 
1PG

Elaine Stray 
(Treasurer)

estray2002@hot
mail.com

07969 660191 
(Bookings only)

Truro Cathedral Cathedral Offices, Old 
Cathedral School, Cathedral 
Close, Truro, TR1 2FQ.

Sean O’Neill SeanONeill@trur
ocathedral.org.uk 
(Events)
alenadouglas@tr
urocathedral.org.
uk (Bookings)

01872 276782

Truro City Bowling 
Club

Kenwyn Road, Truro, TR1 
3SY

trurobcsec@gmail
.com

078621 58663

Truro City Council - 
Parks Department

Truro City Council, Municipal 
Buildings, Boscawen Street, 
Truro. TR1 2NE

Cheryl Simpson cheryl@truro.gov.
uk

01872 245502

Truro College / 
Haven House

College Road, Truro, TR1 
3XX.

lettings@truro-
penwith.ac.uk

01872 305000
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Residents’
• 52.8% of the 36 residents who have responded to the survey, regularly attend a 

community group or venue in Truro.
• 8.3% of the residents say that they or someone that they live with cannot access an 

existing group or venue due to disabled access reasons and being available on the day 
that the group is hosted.

• All individuals identified gaps and ideas for community groups which included improving 
communication, lack of youth provision (with facilities and activities at

• tractive to young people), weather proof facilities when delivering events outdoors, the 
importance of events and not just regular indoor groups, the need for a large adaptable 
hall, reasonable hire fees which are affordable for not-for-profit groups, lip reading 
classes, indoor soft play, outdoor yoga, recycling and gardening groups. When in 
conversation with the Mayor of Truro, it was clear that community engagement does not 
need to be a group or at a venue; it could be an event.

Community Groups
• The results were represented by 16 leaders or organisers of a community group and 2 

participants.
• The size of the groups range from 6 - 113 members.
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Truro Community 
Library

Truro Community Library, 
Pydar Street, Truro TR1 1EP

Anna Sidney trurocommunityro
oms@liscornwall.
org.uk

07973 497121 or 
01872 303458

Truro Cricket Club Boscawen Woods, Truro, TR1 
1SG. 01872 277468

Truro Golf Club Tresawls Road, Truro, TR1 
3LG.

office@trurogolfcl
ub.co.uk

01872 278684 - 
Ext 4

Truro High School 
fo Girls

Falmouth Road, Truro, TR1 
2HU.

Fiona Osman
(Lettings and 
Operations 
Manager)

fosman@trurohig
h.co.uk

01872 272830

Truro Learning 
Academy

Albany Road, Truro, TR1 
3PQ. 01872 277635

Truro Methodist 
Church

18 Union Place, Truro, TR1 
1EP

David Rabey / 
Linda Baines

Karen Hobbs
bookings@trurom
ethodist.org.uk

01872 262907

Truro Rugby Club St Clement’s Hill, Truro, TR1 
1NY

Steve Nicholls 
(Director)

stevenrnicholls@
yahoo.co.uk

01872 274750

Truro School Truro School Senior, Trennick 
Lane, Truro, Cornwall TR1 
1TH

Sam Willsher siw@truroschool.
com

Turner’s Hall, 
(Scout Hall), 
Boscawen

Boscawen Park, Truro, TR1 
1SG.

gsl@18thtruroorg.
uk 

Zeb’s The Leats, Truro, TR1 3AG.
Kelly Gleeson, 
Young People 
Cornwall

kelly.gleeson@yp
c.org.uk
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• 66.7% of the groups meet at least once a week, convening at various times including 
daytime, evenings, weekdays and weekends.

• The average venue hire that each group pays is £34.16 per session.
• 66.7% of the groups feel the facilities could be improved in the venues or spaces that 

they use, which include storage, disabled access and facilities, sports and baby 
changing facilities and a safe outdoor space.

• 46.7% attend more than one community group or venue
• Needs for these groups focused around lack of funding, lack of professional support and 

the expectation on a small group of individuals to keep the groups and venues alive.

Business Groups
• 50% of the businesses who responded, currently use a community facility.
• The businesses felt that Truro’s community venues and their facilities lacked in disabled 

access, parking and purely availability (which may just be down to communication and 
awareness, based on the Venue availability research which has been carried out). 

• A new community venue was identified at Archie Browns, which could be suitable for a 
number of small groups.
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Public Drop-In Feedback 
Overview of comments received in communication with the public.

When asked ‘Which Truro community venue or space (indoor or outdoor) do you or your 
family use regularly?’ 

*Please note for Covid purposes, the majority of the comments were noted down by team members on 
behalf of the public.

The public responded:
• We have not used an indoor venue for 2 years. We mainly take our grandchildren to 

Boscawen Park.
• Aikido classes at Trelander for all ages and abilities.
• Roo at the old Salvation Army building for soft play and sensory yoga.
• Aspire Gym, Victoria Gardens, Boscawen Park, Football at Ben Ainslie Centre (family 

with 3 year old).
• Tremorvah Playing Field and Truro Rugby Club
• Moresk Centre for Wine Club and Rotary
• Victoria Gardens for a Book Club
• Boscawen Park
• Facebook Live
• Trans Choir at Trelander (20 members)
• Toddler storytelling on Mondays and Wednesdays at Truro Community Library.
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When asked ‘What type of community facility (outdoor or indoor) would you most like to 
see, or see more of, in Truro?’

The public responded:
• Outdoor groups for 5, 7 and 12 year olds.
• Sheltered outdoor spaces for young people.
• LGBTQ safe spaces and venues in the city centre which are accessible.
• Canoe clubs for children.
• A Book Club is looking for a comfortable venue with refreshments
• Designated locations and times for skateboarding. The skateboarding furniture could be 

decorated with street art, to make the city / space look vibrant at all times. Arts events 
could be programmed around these times. Bordeaux do something similar.

• CELEBRATE who we are and what we do.
• Places where community and events work well - Pop Brixton, The Scoop in London.
• Outdoor screens bring people together.
• Something similar to Dracaena Centre in Falmouth.
• We are looking forward to going back to the Hall For Cornwall after Covid and the 

renovation.
• Local events page on the web showing weekly events at all times, Winter and Summer 

alike.
• Indoor skate park.
• Organised, artist led graffiti projects.
• All weather sports pitches.
• Outdoor gathering areas, such as restaurants and open air theatres on Lemon Quay.
• I would like to see the Lido back in use at Sunny Corner - cold water swimming is said to 

be very health beneficial. I have been told that the tiles are still in place at sunny corner. 
We do not have a local outside place to swim. Also a bridge across the river at Rosedale 
to join the green areas together. The children at Rosedale need a small skate park, it is 
too far for the youngsters to go across to Hendra.
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When asked ‘Is there a group (or groups) you feel are currently not well served by 
community facilities in Truro?’

The public responded:
• Young people social gaming groups.
• Groups and communities have lost their space, such as St Paul’s Church where the 

congregation and Brownies groups were separated. More often than not it is because of 
funding, but the social community loss is greater.

• How do we communicate with residents and in particular those who do not use the 
internet? Could we have a Community Directory posted through letter boxes. 

• New neighbours / residents do not know what’s on. Set up free Wi-Fi for residential 
areas and when they log-in you promote What’s On events in the community.

• Truro Football Club delivered events (Firework display) for the community and brought 
together a multi-generational community - this community is now spread across the city.

• Volunteers - it can be a huge ask and people are retiring a lot later. Volunteers can be 
less physically able.

• Accessible booking systems - Online and phone systems (not everyone is online and 
speaking on the phone can be the only social interaction people have all day).

• Affordable costs.
• Disability access for chairs and mobility vehicles. Weekly What’s On for visitors listing 

commercial and community run events.
• Community | TOGETHER | Communication.
• Table tennis - is People’s Palace the only offer? 
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One member of the public adorned a board with his ideas for what he would like to do in 
the community. He is a resident in Camborne and regularly visits Truro to meet people and 
have a change of scenery. Here is his contribution:
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Other Relevant Feedback / Conversations 

Truro BID

“Truro BID accepted the opportunity during 2019 to work alongside Cornwall Council and 
various community / cultural partners to oversee and launch the Pydar POP-UP 
Community venue. A two storey ex retail premises offering three separate spaces, one of 
which is a large open industrial feel space, ideal for dance, musical performance etc which 
we named the Main Hall.   
 
The appetite for sports, culture and hobby type uses was immediate alongside meeting 
room requests. It actually worked well when turning it around from daytime business and 
community group style use to the evenings and weekends of culture / sports use.
 
The Pydar POP-UP has demonstrated a real need for a shared and accessible community 
space, where groups can blend and work alongside one another within the same 
premises. There is a shortage of inclusive and affordable flexible space to be hired within 
Truro.

Long may the principles of Pydar POP-UP continue in a more sustainable premises at 
Pydar.” Alun Jones, Truro BID Manager.
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Culture In Truro 

Tyller A Nerth have carried out a number of reports and data scrape activities for Truro city 
over the past four years. 

The cultural strategy has three strands, all focusing on building a city for all to enjoy, 
explore, create and share in. This is not just about the physical development of new 
buildings, this is about the role of culture to feel valued, proud, joyous and confident about 
Truro’s identity moving forward. 

A City for One and All 
Experiences for everyone to connect and feel like they belong 

A Sustainable City 
Looking after Truro’s heritage, legacy and the environment 

A City for The Future 
Sourcing investment, supporting new ideas and building talent 

Culture means hobbyist markets, and big music gigs, memory café, art clubs and stadium 
sports events, live theatre on the high street and neighbourhood fund raising. Truro needs 
places to gather, that welcome and that encourage aspiration. This in turn responds 
directly to the comments raised by the public, expressing a need for events to bring the 
community together.

We have identified four priority areas and worked with cultural partners to take actions. 

- The data scrape and online social media analysis identified that signposting and 
communication of community activity needs to improve. 

Action: An events cooperative has been set up to coordinate the events and activities on 
offer. 

Action: Visit Truro will be getting a new website that enables events to be listed by the 
event hosts. 

Action: An inclusion and access manifesto is being drafted this month, as a result of the 
inclusion and access workshop programme funded by the compact. 

- Cultural Strategy consultation identified that current venues and spaces need 
better support mechanisms to help activity / event hosts to use them and to keep 
buildings fit for purpose. This will in turn enable a more diverse range of cultural 
activity occurring in community spaces, that has been designed for and with the 
community. 
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Action: The compact coordinator and events cooperative members are successfully 
building local activity for the community in central city centre venues. Linking artists and 
community groups up with venues has built mutually beneficial relationships. This will 
include careful consideration for new developments such as Launchpad+ and the 
Methodist Church Community Hub. 

Action: The cultural strategy actions a 2023 online and on paper support pack and support 
network for those wishing to run an event in the city centre e.g. Lemon Quay or in their 
communities. This will include funding pathways, small seed commissions, help with paper 
work and advice. A mentor to build relationships and offer additional resources or activity. 

Action: The new cultural coordinator post from June 2022 will have additional responsibility 
to work with the council and strategic partners to seek further cultural infrastructure funding 
to repair and upgrade buildings so they are safe and aspirational spaces for the 
community. 

- The Data scrape in 2021 and community survey in 2021 revealed a resident 
interest in outdoor and participatory activity that requires larger spaces or 
weather resistant structures to make year round activity viable. 

Action: The compact has supported and co-produced events that demonstrate year round 
innovative use of the new mobile stage, Lemon Quay and the farmers’ market.

Action: The events cooperative and working groups have plans to activate multiple 
locations across the city for priority events in Truro, enabling parks, cultural venues and 
community hubs to be used alongside the city centre Lemon Quay. 

- Recent symposiums on cultural programming for Truro’s future provided 
provocations for Truro to consider: Can we use the rural / parish model of 
networked places to activate a layered and vibrant set of community spaces, 
rather than invest in an additional building? How does this help to serve a culture 
for all? 

Action: A follow up conversation will be had with all delegates and with the strategic board 
on this topic. 

Action: A follow on symposium in September will be put forward to explore the current 
council led consultation and potential mapping of venues for pilot project and a 2025 
programme. 
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Young People Cornwall and Zeb’s

In conversation with Kate Sidwell and Kelly Gleeson of Young People Cornwall, we invited 
them to share how they are coping in their current venue, known as Zeb’s and what the 
current demand is for youth provision in Truro.

Who are their clients:
All young people use Zeb’s, not just challenging individuals and those associated with the 
current ASB issues in Truro. This includes those in and out of education, in and out of 
employment, home-educated and private educated individuals. It is important to 
acknowledge that not all young people would admit to using the Zeb’s services. This is a 
personal and sensitive subject for some.

What does Young People Cornwall offer:
• It is a gateway to other valuable services, which could be needed immediately or at a 

later date for young people and their families. Even if the support is not needed, it is 
valuable to know it is there for young people and to be familiar with the faces that may 
help them one day. This engagement starts with one-to-one support. Where appropriate 
topics are discussed as a group. YPC adapt their delivery according to the needs of the 
young people and their situation. For example, they are currently working on outreach 
work to support the young people who were involved in the incident at Moorfield car park 
in collaboration with the Youth Offending Service. 

• Sessions are offered as open and closed groups.
• A number of programmes are delivered for young people who would like to socialise, 

meet people and be with their friends in a safe space.
• Delivery of activities and programmes are focused on the needs of the young people 

using Zeb’s, which may include mental health support, sex education, drug awareness, 
arts and dance workshops and much more.

Who do they support?:
• YPC supports all young people and where there has been an incident, they will support 

all involved for example, the perpetrator and victim.
• The effects of Covid on young people over the past two years has had a dramatic effect 

on the need for youth provision. YPC needs to increase engagement whilst functioning 
with limited staff capacity. This need is likely to continue for years to come.

Venue:
• The current venue is spread over three floors and requires significant repairs.
• The interior is tired, outdated and does not particularly entice young people to attend. 
• In order to respond to the previous need and newly increased need for youth provision 

and support, a larger space spread over one floor would make a dramatic difference. In 
addition, a number of organisations who could support their delivery, could help manage 
the space. These range from the NHS helping to reduce A&E admissions by young 
people, through to Cornwall Music Service Trust.
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• A new revitalised venue will demonstrate respect from the community to young people 
and encourage new people to participate in their activities and engage with their support.

• YPC have offered outreach work in community centres such as Malabar. The effect of 
this work is limited, because as soon as the workshop or session leaves, the young 
people have to delete their existence from that space and they cannot display the work 
they have created in the space. Young people need to feel ownership, mutual respect 
and be given a chance to express themselves.

• In addition, YPC have been using Pydar Pop Up for basketball sessions, arts projects 
and delivery and celebration of the National Citizen Service programme. When this 
space closes in September 2022, there will be a need for this large hall space. 

• Lastly, there is a question over whether the current Zeb’s building is suitable today, for 
the next five years and perhaps in 5-10 years when a new space may be built. This 
needs to be addressed.

Communication: 
• We need to break the perception and start joined up thinking. It is not appropriate to talk 

about good and naughty young people. Zeb’s works with anyone who needs the support 
and engagement they can offer. 

• Truro City Youth Councillors have started using Zeb’s and are working hard to promote a 
voice for young people in Truro.

Truro Methodist Church and Community Hub

As requested, Charlotte Williams has met with David Rabey and Linda Baines of Truro 
Methodist Church online and in person to have a tour of their current space in relation to 
their plans for a newly built Community Hub.

Timeline:
Pre-planning feedback by Friday 8th April
Commence build Spring 2023
Build completion and grand opening September 2024

Current offer:
• Church 500 (Downstairs 150 with possibility of removing chairs to create open space)
• Various small meeting rooms
• 1 x large meeting room with disabled access and large screen for Teams / Zoom 

meetings
• 1 x large hall with double height capacity and viewing balcony
• Affordable and volunteer-run Cafe which is available to hire either side of opening times 

(10am - 2pm)
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Meanwhile plans:
• Church / Cafe will remain open.
• Some groups will be taken up to Truro School to continue activity during the build.
• Option to partition 2 x side sections of main church hall for smaller groups.

Aim for the newly designed Community Hub:
• To create a flexible space which enables their communities to feel safe.
• Improvement of complex layout and reduction of stairs
• Manageable space with arrival / reception area
• Improved sound proofing enabling more groups to use the building at once.
• To double the community provision areas.
• Dedicated Catering and Centre Manager to be appointed.
• Café space to be doubled in size.
• Extension of 3 levels, to current height of the building, whilst retraining the current 

features.
• Flexible sub dividable rooms.
• Changing places accessible toilet which has external access 24 hours a day to those 

with a key fob.
• Foodbank requires discreet rooms for private and sensitive meetings with their clients. 

This facility would enable them to improve their current offer and offer to their community.

In summary, the proposed building will offer a significant offer to community groups who 
are currently seeking a space or growth to extend their offer. This includes a number of the 
groups (not all groups) who will lose their space when Pydar Pop Up closes in September 
2022. David and Linda have assured the Working Group that they will be inclusive and 
accessible to those who can use their new community hub, which includes LGBTQ groups 
and young people.
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Next Steps Identified As A Result Of This Study 
The working group has identified four key ‘gaps’ from our work:

Youth Provision

• The need for a dedicated Youth Facility (this could be part of a building) for all 
young people, which is larger than the current Zeb’s venue and with appropriate 
facilities. To be clear, the use of the word ‘dedicated’ focuses on the importance of 
young people feeling ownership of their own space where they can express 
themselves. This however, will need to be flexible, allowing other groups and 
organisations to use the space when ‘appropriate’. These collaborations should be 
beneficial for all audiences involved. There is a clear synergy for this to be 
potentially located on Pydar, alongside The Falmouth University, Hive building. 
There are two parts to this plan which include a new purpose-built space and a 
“meanwhile” space while work is undertaken at Pydar. Zeb’s is just not suitable to 
last another 3-5 years.

• Based on the above recommendation, the next stage would require a business 
case and high-level design to be commissioned and funded. This will be essential to 
outline the building and running costs, and how this can be sustained financially 
and through staff allocation. Funding and commercial partners will need to be 
explored and included in this report.
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Communication and Championing Community Successes

• The appointment of a Community focussed role (as part of an existing role or as a 
new position) who works with all 46 community venues (there is a potential there 
could be more) identified by this report, to focus on celebrating community 
engagement and success, sharing information,  signposting, advising on funding 
applications and encouraging a collaborative way of working together. This is a 
separate role to the essential work which is already being carried out by Helen 
Nicholson (Cornwall Council), Damien Richards (Truro City Council) and would 
work similarly to and in collaboration with the Tyller A Nerth role. 

• A Truro directory (online and / or printed) listing all community venues, groups and 
events for residents, new residents, visitors and businesses. A printed edition 4-6 
times a year, delivered to Truro residents (within a designated radius / postcode 
area) would benefit from the information in physical form, regularly updated and 
also discovering success stories and projects happening in the city. A print edition 
would dovetail with an online product. As a result of our public drop-in sessions we 
have identified someone who can help delver a Truro printed publication which is 
being explored.

Support From Truro City Council

On Monday 28th March 2022, Charlotte Williams presented a Progress Report and the 
Recommendations to date to Full Council - Truro City Council, at New County Hall. The 
progress was acknowledged and the following comments were raised by local members 
and responded to:
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Would one youth provision facility be enough for the city, considering we have 
relied on a Community centre in each residential area in the past? We are exploring a 
facility which is larger than Zeb’s is currently. We plan to carry out further consultation 
around the need and the volume of space required. 

Is there synergy between a youth facility and the Falmouth University Hive building? 
How would challenging young people behave alongside students? To be clear Zeb’s 
does not exclusively work with challenging young people and those who are currently 
causing ASB issues in the city. This would be a facility for all young people. There could be 
benefits for raising aspirations, being positioned alongside the university building. We 
would however explore this idea further and speak to Falmouth University about 
community integration.

If we are talking to young people, have we engaged the Youth Council? The Youth 
Council has been invited to complete a survey and were invited to deliver and promote 
their own survey at the Public Drop In events. We look forward to receiving their report in 
due course. In addition, Charlotte Williams has planned to meet with youth groups in the 
area to hear their ideas.

Use of Language

In addition to the above recommendations, it is important to highlight the following 
observation.

One common discussion which arose regularly when speaking to the public was the use of 
the words community, community venues and centres. A number of people immediately 
eliminated the relevance to themselves and their families. However, when explaining what 
constitutes a community space and the idea of coming together, they connected.

There could be a shift in terminology and also in how people come together. Some people 
just cannot commit to a regular group, however they animate the conversation once the 
idea of events is introduced. This is echoed by the Tyller A Nerth report. Should community 
engagement be held only in venues? Can we use events as outreach? Does it have to be 
regular? Or can it be ad hoc and seasonal?
It is important to highlight that any ideas explored suit the community who are living in or 
visiting Truro today and in the next 5-10 years. When speaking to Young People Cornwall 
they described their approach as being flexible and organic. The spaces and their 
provision needs to be adaptable to serve the needs of the people.

- ENDS -
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1. Facebook Comments / Feedback

Posted by Cllr Steven Webb, 
Mayor of Truro on Facebook 
@Truro… Our City on 15th 
March 2022.

Comments included:

Stefan Barbagallo
Also a big screen outside lemon quay for big events such as sport or things like 
Octoberfest, or for Christmas events.

Ian Gilbert
A good indoor fun pool. No lanes just fun and a good spa on the side
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Amy Burns
More use of the plaza .. old fashioned markets and more musicians.. a family restaurant 
with children's play area .. a safe place for teenagers to be that targets the older teens i 
know this is always a difficult subject but there are plenty of older teens that do not want to 
just hang around the streets 

Rachel Menear
An indoor climbing centre

Joanna Scott
Bring back TRURO DAY !

Steph Roberts
Massive 2 story facility with ice-skating on bottom floor and rollerskating on top floor with 
some type of eatery on each floor. Truro would be absolutely buzzing!!!!

John Rowe
An outdoor BMX track for kids, maybe near Cornish Crescent

Ian Gilbert
As you know Steven Webb good indoor pool like I showed you with a spa on the side

Stephen Lennon
I would like the former top shop unit purchased to become a community drop-in and 
diversion centre

Louise Bolitho
Ice skating

Sarah Jane
We need more play facilities in the centre of Truro, could we not have something in the 
Piazza?

Sarah Jane
Green spaces please, doesn't have to cost much or be too large, just to connect children 
of any age to the outdoors/nature etc

Simon Aaron Lee
practical environmental community building entity's, constructive things like team 
games ,recycling, local rebuild and remake of open spaces and unused property. make the 
community work with itself self indulgence is outdated…..

Sandra Northey
Ice skating is a brilliant idea, would suit a lot of ages, bringing families together for 
recreation. It could also be used for 'teenage groups' to have their set times to skate to 
music.
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https://www.facebook.com/groups/776990049031666/user/100000511808696/?__cft__%5B0%5D=AZXLVFbsOBael3L1iA1MN8uf5N2e9XclJMqhQQ_hCZ2HuEzfnvllJK0e45_-j5sNUGwW_tHQW-Ng2A2a5G7MTfTMJgIc99lvo1MQR1bEg9phXJvdL8JeSRyoHbFdymhokhg23mOmdmrbvqvrKveQ9rBzD1JSLQVEIbyG9trkBMbPU-xIIY-lrizAZs8ZbmJV-tA&__tn__=R%5D-R
https://www.facebook.com/groups/776990049031666/user/1319695467/?__cft__%5B0%5D=AZXLVFbsOBael3L1iA1MN8uf5N2e9XclJMqhQQ_hCZ2HuEzfnvllJK0e45_-j5sNUGwW_tHQW-Ng2A2a5G7MTfTMJgIc99lvo1MQR1bEg9phXJvdL8JeSRyoHbFdymhokhg23mOmdmrbvqvrKveQ9rBzD1JSLQVEIbyG9trkBMbPU-xIIY-lrizAZs8ZbmJV-tA&__tn__=R%5D-R
https://www.facebook.com/groups/776990049031666/user/770968760/?__cft__%5B0%5D=AZXLVFbsOBael3L1iA1MN8uf5N2e9XclJMqhQQ_hCZ2HuEzfnvllJK0e45_-j5sNUGwW_tHQW-Ng2A2a5G7MTfTMJgIc99lvo1MQR1bEg9phXJvdL8JeSRyoHbFdymhokhg23mOmdmrbvqvrKveQ9rBzD1JSLQVEIbyG9trkBMbPU-xIIY-lrizAZs8ZbmJV-tA&__tn__=R%5D-R
https://www.facebook.com/groups/776990049031666/user/1748829690/?__cft__%5B0%5D=AZXLVFbsOBael3L1iA1MN8uf5N2e9XclJMqhQQ_hCZ2HuEzfnvllJK0e45_-j5sNUGwW_tHQW-Ng2A2a5G7MTfTMJgIc99lvo1MQR1bEg9phXJvdL8JeSRyoHbFdymhokhg23mOmdmrbvqvrKveQ9rBzD1JSLQVEIbyG9trkBMbPU-xIIY-lrizAZs8ZbmJV-tA&__tn__=R%5D-R
https://www.facebook.com/groups/776990049031666/user/700586909/?__cft__%5B0%5D=AZXLVFbsOBael3L1iA1MN8uf5N2e9XclJMqhQQ_hCZ2HuEzfnvllJK0e45_-j5sNUGwW_tHQW-Ng2A2a5G7MTfTMJgIc99lvo1MQR1bEg9phXJvdL8JeSRyoHbFdymhokhg23mOmdmrbvqvrKveQ9rBzD1JSLQVEIbyG9trkBMbPU-xIIY-lrizAZs8ZbmJV-tA&__tn__=R%5D-R
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Michele Langley
Definitely an ice rink. Im a skating coach (and ex ice rink duty manager) from London now 
living in Truro and this would be wonderful for the community as it is a sport for all from 18 
months and upwards!!!!! I have taught inclusive skating for those with disabilities (not 
excluding wheelchairs) as well as those going onto championships! It was used in school 
programmes and for toddler groups as well as a coffee morning groups and group lessons 
for all ages.

Vikki Joyce
Soft play, it makes no sense that they are in Penryn and Redruth but not Truro. Soft play 
centres are always packed too.
I feel we lack a lot considering Truro is essentially the capital of Cornwall right?

Ice skating would be awesome!

Juliet Stewart
Would love a big outdoor heated swimming pool, that would be fantastic

Joani Miller
Whenever I look for activities or events I find that provision at weekends are primarily 
suited to kids and or families, which is great but there's very little aimed purely at adults as 
these are almost entirely held during weekdays, when many folk have to work.

Karen Barter
Young people need to have a place to meet whether it is a youth club facility or activities 
that encourage them to have a sense of purpose, thus giving them an appreciation of their 
immediate environment. A professional youth service is required with financial support and 
understanding to address their needs. This is lacking in our City .Young people are bored 
and have few places to go, hence the behaviour that some groups display.Ask them what 
they would like.

Vikki Joyce
I loved seeing the bouncy castles and things up once. I assume spaces have to be rented 
but I would love to see more of that. If the rates could be slashed (because it costs the 
council very little I assume to organise the rental of spaces) so that the space could be 
rented by more people/companies more of the time.

Helen Cattell
There is nothing to bring locals or visitors together in Truro. If you want to do anything you 
have to leave the county. Truro need some indoor facilities like crazy golf, soft play zone 
and ice rink. I also think Truro needs an indoor shopping centre as we get a lot if rain in 
Cornwall.

Neville Paddy
Lock Gates and bridge at Malpas Park and the upper part into Truro should be dredged 
and made more into a Lake for boating and water sports. A swimming pool could also be 
incorporated but the sewerage problem needs solving as a priority from the City and upper 
reaches of the town. Financial grants need to be made from local Authority and 
Government. Also grants from Lottery and other Businesses and organisations.
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https://www.facebook.com/groups/776990049031666/user/100009972725541/?__cft__%5B0%5D=AZXLVFbsOBael3L1iA1MN8uf5N2e9XclJMqhQQ_hCZ2HuEzfnvllJK0e45_-j5sNUGwW_tHQW-Ng2A2a5G7MTfTMJgIc99lvo1MQR1bEg9phXJvdL8JeSRyoHbFdymhokhg23mOmdmrbvqvrKveQ9rBzD1JSLQVEIbyG9trkBMbPU-xIIY-lrizAZs8ZbmJV-tA&__tn__=R%5D-R


Bec Shaw
An accessible community centre with low rates for local groups to meet!
And an ice rink is a great idea!

Chris Kennedy
A fantastic leisure centre with a pool like the one in Plymouth.

Dan Coon
Once all the important stuff like housing the the homeless etc is sorted then maybe a 
decent modern cinema with IMAX and 4DX oh and Nando's Cornwall NEEDS a Nando's

Len Smith
Open the cafe old folk need to rest when shopping it would be lovely to see it open again 
your then able to take a break it was so very popular why close something so important to 
the older folk who always liked to meet and have a natter surely the cost of running 
something they are paying for can't be that hard to maintain the staff were always polite 
and helpful not to mentioned kind lm sure they would love to comeback please give this 
some serious thought and make it happen god knows there is enough doom and gloom 
just now .wouldn't it be fab to here something righteous and right for a change .

Barbara Pooley
Yes Teresa no day care now or cafe reasonable prices as rates are very high I know in 
Truro but a club bingo or games just a suggestion loneliest is on the rise ask age U.K. 
befriending is needing and volunteer Cornwall !! The city seems to cater for the younger 
generation!!

Sandra Northey
Also ,families with younger children have to travel out of Truro for any soft play, climbing, 
trampolines etc.

Gem Maddern
Ice skating, indoor chill area/soft play/arcade- dairyland or kidzworld style sort of thing, 
swimming pool-slides n fun stuff/spa, food/music festivals, nice outdoor green areas with 
seating n pretty flowers, waterfalls figurines n things, water sports, Truro day etc days felt 
with fun for all ages like

Sheelagh Peters
Outdoor screen for big events and more pavement cafes on Lemon Quay

Glenda Hasan
Soft play , crazy golf and ice skating be good.

Verity Bradshaw
More for teenagers please! A swing that was popular with 10 years upwards has been 
locked up for months at Tremorvah
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https://www.facebook.com/groups/776990049031666/user/787591353/?__cft__%5B0%5D=AZXLVFbsOBael3L1iA1MN8uf5N2e9XclJMqhQQ_hCZ2HuEzfnvllJK0e45_-j5sNUGwW_tHQW-Ng2A2a5G7MTfTMJgIc99lvo1MQR1bEg9phXJvdL8JeSRyoHbFdymhokhg23mOmdmrbvqvrKveQ9rBzD1JSLQVEIbyG9trkBMbPU-xIIY-lrizAZs8ZbmJV-tA&__tn__=R%5D-R


Vikki Joyce
I would also love to see the green spaces used on a daily basis. Bands practicing, yoga 
clubs, dance groups. You shouldn’t have to hire a hall to occupy a space.
I would worry about dog poo though, especially on Tremorvah, dogs are not kept off the 
field 

Teresa Stevens
Somewhere for the elderly to meet these no where in truro.

Rachel Menear
An indoor climbing centre.

Louise Bales
Be nice for more family days music and food festivals

Lee Trewhela
There isn't enough for the city's teenagers. There needs to be more community groups 
and outlets like Zebs, the modern equivalent of youth centres, etc, for them.

Paul Lynch
More things to do in the evening, most things in the Hall are unaffordable for a family
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2. Community Provision in Truro Facebook LIVE event with Cllr Steven 
Webb, Mayor of Truro on March 16th at 7pm. 

Key Statistics:
18 reactions
74 comments
202 views

Comments included:

Suzie West

A ‘messy’ community space that all sorts of projects and events can use is very helpful. It’s 
not too intimidating and can be very adaptable..

I’d love to see more outdoor music. An ice rink would be awesome! What about a sculpture 
trail?

Soapbox derby? Or a city wide sports festival for everyone — rowing/ dog agility/ Celtic 
sports/

Yoga in the park
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Can we build an app for phones that tethers to the visit Truro website .. bit more useable?

Catherine Pinfield
How about a town trail treasure hunt day or evening

Bernadette Rowe
Sunshine and Showers would love to be able to expand a bit to be able to do more in 
future

Ben Minns
A soft play area would be great for truro. We have many amazing spaces sadly there is not 
many indoor areas to take/tire out the kids on rainy days. Lol

Martin Keast
The raft race was fantastic....we had so much stuff chucked at us....water, fruit, watered-
down manure...Happy days

Dan Jones
Something for the teenagers is definitely needed.
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3. List of survey results in detail - in PDF attachment. 

• Residents’
• Community Venues
• Community Groups
• Businesses
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Finance & General Purposes Committee 

13th June 2022 

Towns Deal Project 

New Life for City Buildings 

In March the Council approved the submission of the business case and resolved: - 

That the Finance & General Purposes Committee consider the following documents;  

Form CIC 36-Declarations on Formation of a Community Interest Company; 
Memorandum of Association;  

Articles of Association; 

Form IN01; 

Service Agreement 

Amendment to the Council’s Standing Orders; 

 

Work is continuing on the Articles of Association and other governance documents 
but as far as the standing orders are concerned I have recommended the 
amendment below. 

 

Standing Orders 

It is recommended that the following addition is made as a new standing order 21; - 

The Council will at all times ensure that its dealings with all Council Owned or 
Controlled Entities follow and respect the requirements as contained within the 
“Governance Arrangements” document as amended from time to time and Articles or 
other Constitutional Documents for such bodies filed at Companies House or other 
Registration Body 

If the Finance & General Purposes Committee agree to recommend to the Council 
then the standing orders will be amended accordingly, reordered and references 
changed for approval by the full Council 

Recommendation 

That the Council amends the standing orders as described above and adopts the 
attached “Governance arrangements” document. 

 

Roger Gazzard 

Town Clerk 
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Truro City Council 
Governance Arrangements of Council Owned / 

Controlled Entities 

 
 
1. Introduction 

 
The Council has various statutory powers to enable it to set up a company or 
partnership which may take various forms (“the Company”). The Council must 
effectively manage the relationship between the Council and the Company to ensure 
that the Company can deliver the objectives established for it by the Council and to 
ensure transparent and robust governance processes. This Protocol must be followed 
from the date it is approved by the Council. 

 
2. Principles of Governance of Council Owned Entities 

 
The Council’s governance arrangements will seek to ensure the following: 

 
2.1. Appropriate Controls and Freedoms 

 

2.1.1. The Company will be provided with sufficient freedoms to achieve 
its objectives; and 

 
2.1.2. The Council will retain sufficient controls to ensure that its 

investment and reputation is protected that appropriate social and 
financial returns on investment can be obtained in line with the 
Business Plan and that the trading activities of the Company are, 
wherever possible, conducted in accordance with the values of 
the Council as confirmed in the Service Agreement. 

 
2.1.3. The Council will respect that the Directors of the Company have 

certain legal duties when carrying out their role. 
 

2.2. Appropriate Relationships, Integrity and Accountability 
 

2.2.1. Procedures shall operate in a way that protects the commercial 
interests of the Company and ensure that the Council can carry 
out its functions as an investor, as a trustee of public funds and a 
Council committed to due responsibility for the exercise of its 
functions. 

 

2.2.2. The Council will make decisions based upon complete and 
accurate consideration of Business Cases and Business Plans. 

 

2.2.3. The Council can evaluate social and financial benefits and 
returns in line with the Business Plan. 

 
2.2.4. The Directors of the Company will record their personal interests 

via appropriate “Declarations of Interest” (to be updated annually) 
to the Company Secretary of the Company and avoid any 
situations where they may be perceived to be acting when subject 
to a personal interest. 
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2.3. Understanding of Roles of the Council and the Company 
 

2.3.1. There is sufficient induction, training and other materials in place 
so that: - 

 
2.3.1.1. their legal duties; 
2.3.1.2. stewardship of assets; 
2.3.1.3. the provision of the governing documents; 
2.3.1.4. the external environment; and 
2.3.1.5. the total structure of the Council and the Company, 

 
are appropriately understood by the Directors of the Company in their 
various roles, including as a Member of the Council, an officer of the Council 
or otherwise. 

 
3. Roles, Responsibilities and Decision-Making 

 
3.1. The creation of any new Company (including subsidiaries) will require a 

business case. The Finance & General Purposes Committee will be 
consulted in the development of the business case. 

 
3.2. The Council is a Shareholder / Owner for the Company. The Council will 

appoint a Shareholder Representative who may have powers delegated by 
the Council to approve some or all reserved matters, which shall be recorded 
in writing as a minute or otherwise. Reserved matters are matters that are 
reserved for decision by the Council. 

 
3.3. The Company may, if agreed, have a Shareholder Working Group of 

Councillors who shall advise the Shareholder / Owner on strategic matters 
and safeguards the Shareholder / Owner position. 

 
3.4. Directors (including non-executive directors) are appointed or approved by 

the Shareholder / Owner and are responsible for the management of the 
business of the Company, with exception of any reserved matters and will be 
expected to devote sufficient time and effort to help the Company achieve its 
objectives. 

 
3.5. Each Company must produce one and four year Business Plans which are 

subject to comment from the Council and approved by the Finance & General 
Purposes Committee. 

 

3.6. The Finance & General Purposes Committee provides comment on the 
Annual Shareholder Report which reports on progress against the Business 
Plan. 
 

3.7. Any comments or recommendations made by the Finance & General 
Purposes Committee shall be subject to ratification by the Council 

 
4. Access to Information 

 
4.1. This should be read in conjunction with the Council’s Access to Information 

Procedure Rules which covers access to meetings and documents of the 
Council, and its Committees. 
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4.2. Reserved matters which require Shareholder / Owner consent are defined in 
the Articles of Association and Service Agreement for each Company. The 
process for approving and recording decisions relating to reserved matters 
will be defined within the Service Agreement, and will be consistent across the 
Company as far as possible. Such decisions are Council decisions and are 
also captured by the Council’s Access to Information Procedure Rules. 

 
4.3. The Company is likely to have the documents set out below: 

 
4.3.1. Business Case – assesses the risks and benefits involved in the 

creation of a proposed Company; 
 

4.3.2. Articles of Association – sets out the constitution of the Company; 
 

4.3.3. Service Agreement – sets out the rights of the Council as the 
sole / co- shareholder and how it can exercise those rights; 

4.3.4. Funding Agreement – sets out what financial assistance is to be 
provided by the Council to the Company and on what terms; 

 
4.3.5. Members or Shareholders Agreement; 

 
4.3.6. Business Case – forward looking setting out what the Company 

will do and the objectives of the business and how they are to 
be achieved; 

 
4.3.7. Shareholder Annual Report – looking back, providing a review of 

progress against the one year Business Plan; 
 

4.3.8. Shareholder Board Agenda and summary of meeting 
discussions and decisions; 

 
4.3.9. Performance Reports. 

 
4.4. All of the above documents shall be accessible by Councillors and may be 

shared with members of the public, unless they contain exempt or other 
confidential information, either because it is commercially sensitive, relates to 
personal matters or contains trade secrets or other intellectual property. If the 
Council receives a requirement to share data relating to the Company it shall 
consult the directors of the Company before sharing such data.  

4.5. Councillors shall respect any data related to the Company which is shared 
on a confidential basis, in accordance with paragraph 2.8 of the Council’s 
Code of Conduct. 
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